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The standard of care for patients with advanced prostate cancer is hormone
ablation, a treatment that is often initially effective, but eventually fails. Second line
therapy options are limited and patients frequently acquire resistance to the
chemotherapeutic drugs used.

Pim-1 kinases have previously been described as

diagnostic biomarkers for prostate cancer progression and serve roles in
chemoresistance. Here we investigated the role of Pim-1 kinases during advanced
prostate cancer progression focusing on how they may promote resistance and
subsequent failure of both hormone ablation and chemotherapy approaches.
The androgen receptor (AR) has a central role in castration resistance, a stage
where many prostate cancer patients exhibit recurrent tumor growth even under
androgen ablation. Our studies demonstrate that Pim-1 kinases can regulate AR
activity in different ways. The 33 kDa isoform Pim-1S induces AR degradation, a
process which has been previously shown to be a critical process for cell cycle
progression of prostate cancer cells. The 44 kDa isoform Pim-1L stabilizes AR levels
thereby enhancing AR-mediated transcription and expression of downstream target

genes. Both Pim-1 kinase isoforms were able to promote prostate cancer cell growth
under androgen depleted conditions, which is a potential contributing factor that may
lead to castration resistance.
Characterization of drug-resistant prostate cancer cell lines revealed that Pim1L and pluripotency transcription factor OCT4 were upregulated.

We observed

transcriptionally active OCT4 was critical for the enhanced tumorigenicity of these
resistant lines, as knock-down by short hairpin RNA dramatically decreased in vitro
and in vivo tumor growth. Pim-1 target sites T235/S236 were found to be essential
for target gene expression and transcriptional activity. Together these experiments
suggested Pim-1 kinases could promote maintenance of an aggressive tumorinitiating cell population through OCT4 signaling and provided yet another
mechanism by which Pim-1 kinases could facilitate therapeutic failure.
In summary, we have provided evidence that Pim-1 kinases can promote
resistance to prostate cancer therapy by two interrelated mechanisms.

Our data

suggest that targeting Pim-1 kinases may prove valuable in preventing therapy
resistance or for resensitizing patients to chemotherapeutic drugs currently used for
treatment.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

2
INTRODUCTION

The prostate gland
The prostate is a male exocrine gland whose main function is to store and
excrete a liquid which comprises up to 30% of seminal fluid. This alkaline solution
mixed with seminal vesicle fluid protects sperm in the acidic vaginal environment.
Proteins secreted in prostatic fluid account only for 1% of volume and include
prostate specific antigen (PSA), proteolytic enzymes, and acid phosphatases. The
prostate gland is located directly under the bladder is often compared in size to a
walnut. Androgens are male hormones responsible for growth of the prostate during
normal development and masculinization.

Under physiological conditions,

testosterone produced in the testes by Leydig cells is the major androgen found in the
bloodstream. The adrenal cortex is a secondary source of androgens capable of
producing testosterone precursors. In the prostate gland, testosterone is converted by
5-α-reductase into dihydrotestosterone (DHT) which is considerably more potent at
stimulating prostatic cells as it binds with higher affinity to the androgen receptor
(AR). Steroids including androgens, estrogens, and corticoids are all derived from
the lipid cholesterol during the process of steroidogenesis where various steroid
analogs are intraconverted by several cytochrome P450 enzymes (1). For example,
testosterone can be converted into the potent female hormone estradiol by the enzyme
aromatase. Levels of testosterone are tightly controlled by a feedback mechanism
known as the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis.

During this process, the

hypothalamus releases gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) that stimulates the
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pituitary to secrete luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH)
(2). These hormones induce the testes to release testosterone which in turn activates a
negative feedback loop to inhibit LH release.
The prostate is comprised of a heterogeneous mixture of cell types including
smooth muscle cells, nerves, blood vessels, epithelia, and stroma (Fig. 1-1A). The
latter two are considered the two major prostate compartments, each containing
numerous cell subtypes.

Within prostatic ducts, prostate epithelium is

morphologically divided into luminal, basal, and neuroendocrine cells as depicted in
Figure 1-1B (3).

The tall columnar luminal cells serve a secretory function to

produce prostatic fluid within prostatic ducts. These cells express the AR, which is
responsible for mediating the effects of androgens.

Basal cells form a

nonproliferating layer between luminal cells and the basement membrane, but are
AR-negative and thus not sensitive to androgen stimulation. Prostate stem cells are
believed to reside within this population (4). Neuroendocrine cells are interspersed
between the luminal and basal layers and represent a rare population. Although the
exact function of these cells is largely unknown, they are believed to play a role in
normal prostate growth and differentiation (5). The stromal compartment serves an
important role in prostate development and growth via a paracrine pathway. ARexpressing stromal cells secrete soluble peptides known as andromedins which
diffuse into the epithelial compartment stimulating proliferation and survival (6).
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A

B

Figure 1-1. Cell types within normal human prostate. (A) Histology staining
showing normal prostate cellular heterogeneity (6). (B) Major cell types within
prostatic ducts (7).

Although the human male prostate lacks a distinct lobular structure, the classic
work of McNeal established three defined regions (8, 9). The central zone, peripheral
zone, and transition zone are based upon prostatic diseases and are depicted in Figure
1-2. Benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) is a nonmalignant prostate enlargement that
frequently occurs in the transition zone, while prostate carcinomas most commonly
arise in the peripheral zone. Both have been associated with age progression and are
sensitive to the effects of androgens.
The rodent prostate has distinctive lobes and there is not a consensus how
closely analogous these are to the human zones. At the histological level, rodent
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prostates share the presence of the three primary pseudostratified epithelial cells
found in humans, as described above (10, 11). Despite the dissimilar morphology and
anatomy, numerous studies have demonstrated the usefulness of rodent models for
prostate cancer research, especially for xenograph and genetically engineered models
(12-15).

Figure 1-2. Structure and zones of human prostate; CZ, central zone; TZ, transition
zone; PZ, peripheral zone (From Kumar V, Abbas AK, Fausto N, eds. Robbins and
Cotran Pathologic Basis of Disease, 7th ed. Philadelphia: Elsevier; 2005).

Prostate cancer progression
Among Western men, prostate cancer (PCa) remains the most frequently
diagnosed malignancy and the second leading cause of cancer death. An estimated 1
in 6 men will be diagnosed with PCa in his lifetime while approximately 1 in 36 will
die from the disease. The advent of PSA screening for clinical detection of prostate
cancer dramatically increased detection rates and has attributed this to reduced death
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rates (16). PSA is a serine protease which normally functions to liquefy semen (17),
and its levels in serum can be elevated during PCa due to altered prostatic
architecture.

However, the frequency of false-positive and false-negative PSA

screenings (18) has prompted exploration of more reliable clinical biomarkers such as
PCA3 (19).
Treatment for localized prostate tumors often involves surgical removal
through radical prostatectomy or radiation therapy via an external beam or
brachytherapy (20). Low grade indolent tumors may even be monitored without
intervention with active surveillance, also known as watchful waiting (21). The
standard of care for more advanced, metastatic PCa over the last 70 years has been
hormone ablation (22). This approach, also known as androgen deprivation therapy
(ADT), is undertaken to reduce hormone levels which are believed to be the major
regulators PCa cell growth (23). Hormone ablation can be achieved surgically with
castration or pharmacologically with anti-androgens such as bicalutamide to prevent
androgen binding to the AR. In addition, gonadotrophin-releasing hormone (GnRH)
analogs may indirectly lower androgen production from the testes by exploiting the
body’s hormone feedback loops (24).
Although patients initially respond well to androgen deprivation therapy,
greater than 80% will relapse into a more aggressive ‘castration-resistant’ or hormone
refractory stage for which there is no known cure. This stage is often diagnosed when
monitored PSA levels begin to rise after ADT initiation.

Secondary androgen

blockade may be undertaken to inhibit intracrine pathways of androgen synthesis and
further lower hormone levels (25). Adrenal androgens are believed to be a major
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source of androgen precursors that are converted within the prostate into DHT (26).
Targeting this intracrine androgen metabolism has been promising with abiraterone, a
lyase inhibitor (25). Cytotoxic drugs such as Taxotere can be used to treat castration
resistant PCa with mostly palliative effects. There is a critical need for a better
understanding of mechanisms underlying advanced PCa in order to offer more
efficacious treatment options (27).
During the progression of prostate carcinogenesis, prostatic intraepithelial
neoplasia (PIN) is widely accepted to be a carcinoma precursor. This lesion exists in
low-grade and high-grade forms with the latter believed to immediately precede early
invasive carcinoma (Fig. 1-3) (29). PIN often does not affect PSA levels, thus is
detected more commonly by biopsies rather than serum testing (30). PIN is often
characterized as having increased proliferation markers and decreased basal cell
presence (31).

Figure 1-3. Progression to prostate cancer (28). Prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia
(PIN) is considered to be a precancerous lesion.
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Characteristics of prostate cancer
Prostate cancers are often heterogeneous and multifocal making diagnoses
difficult. The introduction of the Gleason grading system addressed some of this
complexity by offering standards which pathologists could use as prognostic
indicators (32). Most PCas are adenocarcinomas and share characteristics with other
epithelial cancers such as those of the colon and breast. However, unlike these
malignancies, PCa lacks histopathologically distinguishable subtypes useful for
prognosis and treatment.

One notable exception is neuroendocrine PCa, which

represents only a small percentage of cases (33, 34). This variant is marked by an
increased expression of neuroendocrine marker chromogranin A and castration
resistant tumor growth. Interestingly, recent genomic analyses have shown evidence
for molecular subtypes of PCa (35).

For example, fusion proteins such as the

TMPRSS2-ERG have been shown to be present in a significant percentage of patients
(35-37).
Numerous processes that are associated with PCa risk and initiation have been
described in the literature. Aging is considered one of the most relevant risk factors,
as prevalence increases dramatically in older males. The American Cancer Society
reports that while only 1 in 10,000 men below the age of 40 will develop PCa, nearly
1 in 7 above age 60 are at risk. Further, many changes in gene expression correlated
with aging are also believed to support prostate carcinogenesis (38-40).
Accumulating evidence has also suggested that chronic inflammation of the prostate
is strongly linked to PCa incidence (41-44). Diet, environmental factors, as well as
bacterial or viral induced infections have been proposed to support inflammatory
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conditions within the prostate (45-47). Genetic and hereditary factors have been
extensively linked to PCa risk. For example, genome wide association studies have
mapped several susceptibility loci (48-50) and single nucleotide polymorphisms (5153) associated with PCa. Similar types of association studies have yielded conflicting
results about risk within certain populations, such as African Americans, which have
known increased PCa incidence (54, 55).

Pim-1 kinases and tumorigenesis
The human PIM1 gene was initially identified as a frequent Proviral
Integration site for Moloney murine leukemia virus (MuLV) capable of inducing Tcell lymphomas in transgenic mice (56). The gene is localized on chromosome
6p21.2 in a location involved in several leukemia translocations (57). During normal
embryonic development, Pim-1 is highly expressed in progenitors of liver, spleen,
and bone marrow, but also in non-hematological tissue such as prostate and oral
epithelia (58, 59). Pim-1 knockout mice lack a strong phenotype (60), thus its major
function in normal cells has
development.

been attributed to stress response rather than

Its low expression in adult tissue supports the notion that its

upregulation plays a role in malignant transformation. Pim-1 has been shown to act
as a strong synergistic partner of c-Myc in cell cycle progression and tumorigenesis
(61-63).

A number of major Pim-1 targets and their downstream effects are

summarized below in Figure 1-4.
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PIM1

Histone H3
HP1
C-MYB
p100
NFAT

CDC25A/C
P21/WAF1
P27/KIP1
NuMA
C-TAK1

BAD
PTP-US2
ASK1
FOXO3a
SOCS1/3

Transcription
Regulation

Cell Cycle
Progression

Apoptosis/
Survival

Figure 1-4. Potential downstream signaling of Pim-1 kinases. A number of Pim-1
substrates have been identified with varying endpoints.

Several targets of Pim-1 regulate cell cycle progression including p21, p100,
Cdc25A, Cdc25C, and HP1 (64-68). Pim-1 can also phosphorylate Histone H3 when
functioning as a coactivator of c-Myc (62). Oncogenic kinase Akt/PKB shares a
number of substrates with Pim family kinases, including Bad and Mdm2 (69-71),
which suggests that the two may regulate the same targets under different
extracellular stimuli. Although AKT signaling has been shown to regulate Pim-1
expression (72), the exact mechanisms which modulate their relationship are unclear.
Pim-1 is predominantly regulated at the transcriptional and translational
levels.

As a major downstream target of the signal transducer and activator of

transcription (STAT) family, Pim-1 can be induced by a large number of growth
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factors and cytokines (73, 74). Micro RNAs such as miR-1 and miR-210 have also
been proposed to regulate Pim-1 expression (75, 76). The crystal structure of Pim-1
has been published by several groups and provides insight into its constitutive kinase
activity (77-79).

Pim-1 belongs to the family of Pim kinases which are highly

homologous and prefer to phosphorylate the consensus sequence (K/R)3X(S/T)X,
where X can represent any amino acid residue (80). Serines or threonines embedded
in similar contexts can also be phosphorylated by Pim kinases (81). An alignment of
several common Pim-1 phosphorylation substrates is depicted in Figure 1-5A.
BAD
p21
LANA
BCRP

A

B

2

5

107-118
140-151
200-211
357-368

8

ELRRMSDEFVDS
RKRRQTSMTDFY
RKRRLSSPQGPS
KKKKITVFKEIS

11

319

PxxPxxPxxP

FLAG

C

322 323

LGILL

Kinase domain

44 kD Pim-1L

Kinase domain

33 kD Pim-1S

DAPI

Merge

Pim-1L

Pim-1S

Figure 1-5. Characterization of Pim-1 kinases. (A) Sequence alignment of common
substrates of Pim-1 kinase. (B) Schematic depicting functional domains of Pim-1
isoforms. (C) Immunofluorescent staining of transfected COS-1 cells depicting
differing subcellular localization of Pim-1 isoforms from our previous publication
(82).

The human and murine pim-1 gene encodes two protein kinase isoforms by
virtue of an alternative upstream translation initiation site. The larger 44 kDa isoform
(Pim-1L) is translated from noncanonical start codon CUG, whereas a smaller 33 kDa
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isoform (Pim-1S) begins downstream at AUG (83).

Pim-1L possesses a unique

proline-rich motif not present in Pim-1S, suggesting that it may interact with a
different subset of proteins, such as those containing SH3 domains (Fig. 1-5B). We
reported that the subcellular localization is different between the isoforms, with Pim1L residing mainly in the cell membrane while Pim-1S is predominantly cytosolic
(Fig. 1-5C) (82). This raises the possibility that each isoform may serve divergent
functions in the context of tumor progression.

The role of Pim-1 kinases in prostate cancer
Although most research on Pim-1 has focused on myeloid and lymphoid
malignancies, it is also believed to be relevant to solid tumors as well. Although Pim1 is constitutively active, we have reported that its expression can be enhanced by
growth factors or cytokines such as interleukin 6 (IL6) in a ligand-independent
manner (84). Interestingly, levels of IL6 and its receptor have been shown to be
increased in PCas (85, 86). Furthermore, androgen ablation therapy for PCa can
increase IL6 serum levels (87). Pim-1 expression has been found to be upregulated in
many human PCa and mouse model prostate tumors (88-91). The boxplot shown
below in Figure 1-6A was generated using Oncomine software from publicly
available cDNA microarray data and depicts the significant increase in normal
prostate versus prostate carcinoma from a study by Tomlins et al. (92). Through a
tissue microarray, Pim-1 was also identified as a potential diagnostic biomarker for
PCa (93). As shown in Figure 1-6B, expression of Pim-1 in immunohistochemical
staining was increased in PIN and PCa samples compared to benign tissue. This
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mounting evidence suggests that Pim-1 kinases play a critical role in PCa
progression.

A

B
p<0.01

Normal
Prostate

Prostate
Carcinoma

(n=21)

(n=30)

Figure 1-6. Pim-1 expression is increased with prostate cancer progression. (A)
Laser microdissected human prostate samples were examined for differing gene
expression by microarray. Data from (92) was analzyed by Oncomine software with
the number of patient samples represented each group is shown as n. P<0.01 as
indicated (B) Pim-1 expression in 810 tissue microarray elements in different
prostate tissue types from (93). Increasingly darker shades represent stronger Pim-1
expression. HG-PIN, high grade PIN; PCA, prostate cancer.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE ROLE OF PIM-1 KINASES IN REGULATING AR
PHOSPHORYLATION, STABILITY, AND ACTIVITY WITHIN
PROSTATE CANCER CELLS

15
INTRODUCTION

The androgen receptor (AR)
The AR serves a mitogenic role as a member of the steroid hormone receptor
family and is mainly responsible for mediating effects of androgens. It consists of
three functional domains including an N-terminal Domain (NTD), intermediate DNA
Binding Domain (DBD), and C-terminal Ligand Binding Domain (LBD) (94). The
N- and C-termini are also referred to as Transactivation domains AF-1 and AF-2,
respectively, due to their importance in AR activation (95). A schematic of the
structure of human AR is depicted in Figure 2-1.

The NTD/AF-1 is primarily

responsible for the interaction of AR with coactivators that mediate AR signaling
(95). The DBD contains cysteine residues which form zinc fingers that allow binding
to the major groove of DNA at specific sites known as androgen response elements
(AREs). These sites are generally composed of two palindromic hexanucleotide half
sites separated by three nucleotides (96). The hinge region of AR allows the protein
to be conformationally folded and stabilized by heat shock chaperone proteins (i.e.
HSP90) in its inactive state. This region also contains a ligand-dependent nuclear
localization signal (97). In addition to binding to ligands such as androgens, the
LBD/AF-2 can interact with the NTD and other coactivator proteins (98). Deletion of
the LBD can result in constitutive activation of AR splice variants (99, 100).
Genomic AR mechanism of action follows as serum androgen in the form of
testosterone enters the cell and is converted into dihydrotestosterone (DHT) by the
enzyme 5α-reductase. DHT has a considerably more potent binding affinity to AR
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than testosterone (101).

After ligand binding, HSP proteins dissociate and AR

translocates to the nucleus where it dimerizes and binds to specific AREs to regulate
transcription of downstream target genes (102).

Hinge

AF-1
NTD
NTD
1

DBD
559

624 666

AF-2
LBD
919

Figure 2-1. Schematic of human AR structure and functional domains. AF-1,
Transactivation domain 1; NTD, N-terminal domain; DBD, DNA binding domain;
AF-2, Transactivation domain 2; LBD, Ligand binding domain.

Within normal prostatic tissue, androgen binding to AR in stromal cells
induces them to release diffusible growth factors called andromedins (103, 104).
These growth factors stimulate AR-negative basal cells in a paracrine manner to
proliferate and differentiate into AR-positive luminal cells (105). Secretory luminal
epithelial cells are relatively quiescent thus AR is considered to have a growth
suppressing effect within this population (106). During prostatic carcinogenesis,
however, a gain-of-function allows autocrine stimulation of epithelial cells to
proliferate independent of stromal AR (6, 107).

Charles Huggins and Clarence

Hodges first linked AR to prostate carcinogenesis when they described orchiectomy
and administration of estrogens as effective treatments for metastatic PCa in 1941.
The importance of AR in PCa has been also underscored in reports finding inhibition
of its mRNA or protein expression can result in cell death (108-110). Further, ARregulated gene PSA has been used in PCa screening and prognosis for over 20 years.
The exact mechanistic role of this serine protease in PCa is not clear, but it is still
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used as a marker for disease progression following PCa therapy, especially hormone
ablation.

The role of AR in castration resistance
Mounting evidence suggests that AR plays a critical role in castration
resistance since its expression and signaling are maintained in advanced disease
despite low serum androgen levels (111-113).

Castration resistant tumors often

exhibit elevated levels of AR and its target genes as well as androgen synthesizing
enzymes (114-117). Further, there is evidence that anti-androgens used in primary
treatment can become weak agonists of AR activity (118). Most of the mechanisms
which are believed underlie castration resistance place AR as the central figure, as
summarized below in Figure 2-2. The standard pathway of AR activation is shown in
the middle with gray arrows. Gene amplification or overexpression of AR allows
cancer cells to be hypersensitive to androgen, even when levels are low such as
during androgen ablation (116, 119, 120). Mutations of AR may confer receptor
promiscuity so that noncognate steroids such as estrogens or glucocorticoids can
become ligands (95, 121, 122).

Activation of signaling pathways from

posttranslational modifications of AR may bypass need for ligand as has been
demonstrated by several oncogenic kinases such as MAPK, AKT, SRC, and HER2
(123-127). Further, survival pathways such as upregulation of anti-apoptotic protein
Bcl-2 may be activated in cancer cells (128, 129).

The complex transcription

machinery may be inappropriately activated or inhibited at AREs if the balance of
coactivator or corepressor expression is lost (130-132).

We and others have
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demonstrated that AR isoforms, such as AR3, may be upregulated in castration
resistance and constitutively active in the absence of androgens (99, 100, 133).
Adrenal androgens can be converted into DHT or hormone levels may be maintained
by an intracrine pathway which explains why many castration resistant tumors are not
technically ligand independent (134-136). Intraprostatic steroidogenesis would allow
tumors to circumvent decreased circulating androgen levels in hormone therapy. As
such, androgen levels within the prostate or tumor are frequently observed to remain
at high levels even in ADT patients (137-139). Lastly the cancer stem cell hypothesis
has offers a rational explanation how tumors may recur after initial regression. Rare
cancer stem cells, often referred to as tumor-initiating cells, may possess innate
chemoresistance and stemness traits including self-renewal and are considered to
have increased tumorigenic potential (140-142). Although the identity of cancer stem
cells in PCa remains unclear, the principle logically explains how these cell types
could easily evade standard treatments like hormone ablation and thus easily
recapitulate tumor growth during castration resistance.
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Figure 2-2. Major mechanisms underlying castration resistant PCa. 1, AR gene
amplification; 2, AR mutations; 3, Survival/signalling pathways; 4,
Coactivator/corepressor effects; 5, AR isoforms; 6, Intracrine pathway; 7, Cancer
stem cell hypothesis.

Posttranslational modifications of androgen receptor
AR activity and expression is modulated at various levels, though our aims
have

mainly

focused

on

posttranslational

mechanisms.

Phosphorylation,

ubiquitination, sumoylation, and acetylation have all been reported to regulate AR
expression and activity. Because these processes are tightly regulated in normal cells,
loss of their control can support or contribute to prostate carcinogenesis.

AR

posttranslational modifications are not mutually exclusive and often synergize or
antagonize each other.
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We previously reported that AR activity can be regulated through tyrosine
phosphorylation, primarily by Src (127). Other groups have also observed tyrosine
phosphorylation of AR (143, 144). In addition, mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK), cAMP-activated protein kinase A (PKA), AKT/PKB, and protein kinase C
(PKC) have all been described as inducing serine-threonine phosphorylation of AR
(124, 145-147). Nonreceptor kinases such as Src, FAK, and ETK/BMX can also
induce AR transcriptional activity after stimulation with IL6 or bombesin (148, 149).
The mechanisms by which serine-threonine phosphorylation can regulate AR activity,
especially in low androgen conditions, are poorly understood. Therefore there is a
need to elucidate these pathways in order to identify signaling mechanisms in
castration-resistant PCa.
AR ubiquitination has been reported by several groups to regulate
transcriptional activity. Mdm2 is one such E3 ubiquitin ligase that has been shown to
induce polyubiquitination and subsequent degradation of AR (150). Akt
phosphorylation of Mdm2 was shown to be essential for stability and mediated
effects, as another report confirmed (151).

Interestingly, AR polyubiquitination

mediated by Mdm2 was found to reduce its transcriptional activity and suppress
colony formation of PC3 PCa cells. Mdm2 has also been shown to associate with the
PSA promoter as part of a large complex consisting of AR, histone deacetylase 1
(HDAC1), and histone acetyltransferase Tip60 (152). AR proteasomal degradation
mediated by Mdm2 appeared to require HDAC1 activity, a process repressed by
Tip60 activity. These findings provided more insight into the complex interplay
between various posttranslational modifications that regulate AR.

Although
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ubiquitination is more commonly documented to lead to proteasomal degradation, is
has also been shown to be associated with protein stabilization. Cofactor recruitment
and transcription of AR was observed to be promoted by monoubiquitination of AR
(153).

Further, we also identified RNF6 as an E3 ligase which induced AR

polyubiquitination and enhanced AR activity in a similar manner (154). RNF6mediated AR ubiquitination appears to be a noncanonical pathway opposite to the
Mdm2-mediated degradation.
Sumoylation of AR has been described as a dynamic and reversible hormonedependent process with ubiquitin-like modifiers and frequently includes Ubc9 and
PIAS family members (155-157). SUMO-1 conjugation of AR negatively regulated
AR activity at specific DNA response elements, which suggested this modification
was a gene specific regulatory event (158). Further, expression of SUMO proteases
increased AR-dependent transcription supporting a role for sumoylation in inhibiting
AR activity (159).
AR acetylation has been described as being induced by a number of proteins
including Tip60, p300/CBP, and P/CAF (160-162) and has been proposed to be
necessary for recruitment of AR coactivators and transcriptional activity (162).
Mutation of AR acetylation sites altered its translocation to the nucleus, further
supporting the role of acetylation in positively modulating AR function (163).
Crosstalk between phosphorylation and acetylation has also been explored and
suggests that the two modifications are positively linked (164).
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Androgen receptor and Pim-1 kinases
The relationship between AR and Pim-1 kinases is unclear, especially given
that only the downstream effects of Pim-1S function have been examined. Some
groups have found that Pim-1S attenuates AR transcription (165) while others have
reported an enhancement (166). We observed that Pim-1S had no effect on AR
signaling unless it synergized with another kinase such as Etk/BMX to promote
transcription (84). No studies thus far have examined the effect of Pim-1L on AR
function. Furthermore, neither interaction with AR nor its phosphorylation by either
Pim-1 isoform has been reported. In our effort to examine AR-associated proteins,
purified GST-tagged AR C-terminus (amino acids 1-564) was incubated with lysates
from CWR-R1 PCa cell lysates. After pulldown, the lysates were separated by
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and each protein band analyzed by
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time of flight (MALDI-TOF) mass
spectrometry. Among the proteins identified to associate with AR were Pim-1L and
Pim-1S (Fig. 2-3).
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Figure 2-3. GST pulldown identifies Pim-1 kinases as candidate AR-interacting
proteins. Lysates from CWR-R1 cells were incubated with purified GST-tagged AR
C-terminus (GST-ARc) overnight and separated by PAGE. Marker (M) shows
molecular weights with GST fusion proteins labeled. Bands from stained gel were
excised and further analyzed by mass spectrometry. GST tag alone was used as a
negative control.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture
All cell lines were maintained in a 37˚C incubator at 5% CO2. 293T and COS-1 cell
lines were cultured in Dulbeccos Modified Eagle Medium (Mediatech Inc.)
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin
(P/S).

LNCaP cell line was cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Mediatech Inc.)

supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% P/S. CWR-R1 cell lines were cultured in RPMI
1640 medium (Mediatech Inc.) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS and 1%
P/S.

All cell lines were purchased from American Tissue Culture Collections
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(ATCC) with the exception of CWR-R1 cells which were provided by Dr.
Christopher Gregory and Elizabeth Wilson of the University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill.

Plasmid and lentiviral constructs
Pim-1 constructs were cloned as previously described (82). Two human EST clones
in the pCMV-SPORT6 expression vector (GI: 18 514 371 and GI: 10 339 628) were
obtained from ATCC.

The full-length human 44 kDa Pim-1 cDNA (Genbank

Accession number DQ022562) was amplified by PCR using the EST clones as the
template.

The PCR products were subcloned into the pcDNA3-based vector to

replace the Flag-tagged murine p33 Pim-1 (kindly provided by Dr Toshio Hirano) by
restriction digestion with EcoRI/XbaI. All human Pim-1 constructs contain the Nterminal Flag tag. To generate the kinase-inactive Pim-1 mutants, the lysine residue
at position 67 of Pim-1S or 158 of Pim-1L was mutated to methionine via
oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis using the Quickchange Mutagenesis Kit
(Stratagene). Pim-1 LXXLL motif mutants (Leucines 319, 322, and 323 mutated to
alanines) were also created by PCR. Mammalian expression constructs for FLAGtagged AR and its mutants were cloned as previously published (167). Primers used
for AR mutagenesis with the Stratagene kit are listed below in Table 2-1.
mutations were confirmed by sequencing.

All

Probasin luciferase reporter construct

ARR2-Luc was generated by inserting the minimal probasin promoter ARR2 into the
polylinker region of pGL3-enhancer vector (Promega). This construct was provided
by Dr. R. Matusik. The specific siRNA construct used to knockdown endogenous
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AR expression for replacement experiments contained the following sequences:
TGCACTGCTACTCTTCAGCATTCAAGAGATGCTGAAGAGTAGCAGTGCTT
TTTTC

(sense)

and

TCGAGAAAAAAGCACTGCTACTCTTCAGCATCTCTTGAATGCTGAAGAGT
AGCAGTGCA (antisense).
Table 2-1. List of primers used to generate FLAG-tagged AR mutants

AR mutant

Sequences

S213A

GCGAGGGAGGCCGCGGGGGCTCCC (sense)
GGGAGCCCCCGCGGCCTCCCTCGC (antisense)

S213D

CGAGGGAGGCCGATGGGGCTCCCAC (sense)
GTGGGAGCCCCATCGGCCTCCCTCG (antisense)

T850A

GAAAAAATCCCGCATCCTGCTCAA (sense)
TTGAGCAGGATGCGGGATTTTTTC (antisense)

T850D

GAAAAAATCCCGACTCCTGCTCAAG (sense)
CTTGAGCAGGAGTCGGGATTTTTTC (antisense)

S213A/T850A

GAAAAAATCCCGCATCCTGCTCAA (sense)
CTTGAGCAGGATGCGGGATTTTTTC (antisense)

Transient transfections
Cells were plated in 100 mm plates at a density of approximately 1x106 cells/plate or
6-well plates at a density of approximately 1x105 cells/well 24 hours before
transfection. 293T cells were transfected using a calcium phosphate transfection kit
(Biological Mimetics, Inc.). COS-1 cells were transfected using FugeneHD reagent
(Roche). Lysates of cells were collected approximately 40-48 hours post transfection.
For cellular fraction experiments, a commercially available NE-PER kit was used
(Thermo Scientific) according to manufacturer’s directions.
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Immunoprecipitations
For immunoprecipitations (IPs) and western blots, cell lysates were collected using
lysis/IP buffer (50 mM pH 7.5 Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA,
1% Triton X-100, 0.5% NP-40, 1 mM Na3VO4, 2 mM NaF, 1 mg/ml aprotinin, and
10 mM N-ethylmaleimide). IPs were carried out by adding approximately 1 µl
antibody per mL cell lysates and allowing incubation for approximately 16 hours at
4˚C. A 50% slurry of Protein A or G Sepharose 4B beads (Zymed) with lysis buffer
was added to lysates and incubated for 1 hour at 4˚C. Beads were pelleted by
centrifugation (12k rpm, 1 minute) and washed 3X with lysis buffer. For examination
of ubiquitinated proteins, denaturing conditions were used prior to IP.

Sodium

dodecyl sulfate (SDS, Sigma) was added to cell lysates for a final concentration of
3% and lysates were boiled 10 minutes at 95˚C. Lysates were then cooled on ice,
diluted to 0.5% SDS concentration with lysis buffer, and IP carried out as above.

Western blotting and antibodies
For western blot analyses, cell lysates were mixed with 2X sample buffer and 5%
beta-mercaptoethanol (Sigma) added. Lysates were boiled 5 minutes at 95˚C and
then separated on 8-10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels at 120V.

Proteins were

transferred to Immobilon-P polyvinylidene membranes (Millipore) using a Bio-Rad
Transblot SD Semi-dry transfer cell at 50 mA for 1.5 hours. Membranes were
blocked with either 3% bovine serum albumin (Roche) or 5% dry nonfat milk
(Carnation) in TBST for 1 hour at room temperature. Antibodies from Santa Cruz
included AR (sc816 & sc7305), Pim-1 (sc13513), GAPDH (sc47724), Actin
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(sc7210), pS213 (sc71773), Ki67 (sc15402), and Mdm2 (sc965). Other antibodies
included Tubulin (ABM G098), Flag (Sigma F3165), Akt substrate (Cell Signaling
9611), pThr (Cell Signaling 9386S), pAkt (T308, Cell Signaling 9275), pAkt (Ser473,
Cell Signaling 4051L), Akt (Cell Signaling 4691), and HA (Covance MMS-101P).
The pT850 antibody was developed privately by immunizing rabbits with a synthetic
peptide corresponding to phosphorylated Threonine 850 of AR with the antisera
purified with immobilized immunogen. Antibodies were added at various dilutions in
blocking solution and allowed to incubate overnight at 4˚C with gentle agitation.
Membranes were washed 5 times at 5 minutes each wash before secondary antibodies
with conjugated horseradish peroxidase were incubated with blocking solution.
Membranes were washed again 5 times and bands detected using the SuperSignal
West Pico enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) system (Thermo Scientific).

GST pulldown assays
GST fusion proteins were expressed and purified as described previously (168). The
fusion proteins were tumbled with glutathione-Sepharose beads (GS, Amersham) at
4°C for 2 hours and then wash extensively with phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
three times. For preliminary GST mass spectrometry analysis, immobilized GST
fusion proteins were then incubated at 4°C for 1 hour with lysates of CWR-R1,
washed four times with lysis buffer, then separated by 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (PAGE). Bands stained by Coomassie blue dye were excised from
the gel and submitted for mass spectrometry analysis by MALDI-TOF. For GST
pulldown assay, immobilized GST fusion proteins were then incubated at 4°C for 1
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hour with lysates of transfected 293T cells. The beads were washed four times with
lysis buffer, and samples were separated by PAGE and immunoblotted with anti-Flag
antibody. GST fusion protein levels were quantified by staining the membrane with
Coomassie blue dye.

Quantitative Real-time RT-PCR
RNA was extracted from confluent 100mm plates of cell lines using TRIzol reagent
(Invitrogen). Total RNA was treated with DNAse (Promega RQ1 kit) and transcribed
into cDNA (Roche Transcriptor Reverse Transcriptase kit), both according to
manufacturers’ protocols. PCR was carried out using Roche FastStart High Fidelity
PCR kit. Real-time PCR was carried out using Roche FastStart SYBR Green Master
kit.

18S primers were TTGACGGAAGGGCA CCACCAG (forward) and

GCACCACCACCCACGGAATCG

(reverse);

AR

CTACTCCGGACCTTACGGGGACATGCG

(forward)

GGGCTGACATTCATAGCCTTCAATGTGTGAC
primers:

PSA

(forward)

and

(reverse);

TCTGCGGCGGTGTTCTG

GCCGACCCAGCAAGATCA

(reverse);

primers

KLK2

AR

were
and

target

(forward)

gene
and

CATCCAGTCTCGGATTG

CTCATATTGTAGAGCGGGT

(reverse);

POV1

AGTGCTGTGTTCGCCTTG (forward) and CACCTCAGAGCCGCTAAG (reverse).
The relative abundance of each transcript was quantified by using the ∆∆Ct formula
using 18S as an internal control.

Luciferase Assays
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Approximately 2.5x104 COS-1 cells were seeded into each well of a 24-well plate 24
hours prior to transfection.

For serum starvation conditions, media was changed to

serum-free DMEM supplemented with 1% P/S 24 hours post transfection.

The

probasin promoter based ARR2-Luc construct was used a reporter and a promoterless Renilla luciferase construct was used as an internal control. Experiments were
carried out using Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay System (Promega) according to
manufacturer’s protocol.

In vitro cell growth assay
Cells were plated in 100 mm plates at a density of approximately 1x106 cells/plate 24
hours prior to lentiviral infection. As vector treated cells reached confluence, cells
were fixed with 1% formaldehyde for 1 hr. then stained with Coomassie blue dye for
1 hr. Densitometry was performed using a BioRad Gel Imager.

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP)
LNCaP cells were cultured and infected with lentiviruses as described above.
Approximately 24 hours postinfection, cells were serum-starved for 16 hours, crosslinked with 1% formaldehyde, and then sonicated in 5 second intervals. Soluble
chromatin was blocked with salmon sperm DNA and then immunoprecipitated with
anti-AR(N20) antibody. Following washes with salt, LiCl, and TE buffers, crosslinks
were reversed and DNA purified using Qiagen QIAquick PCR purification kit. Real
time PCR was then carried out as described above. PSA Promoter ARE primers were
AGGGATCAGGGAGTCTCACA (forward) and GCTAGCACTTGCTGTTCTGC
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(reverse); KLK2 Promoter ARE primers were GAGAATGCCTCCAGACTGAT
(forward) and CTTGCCCTGTTGGCACCTA (reverse).

Phosphorylation predictive software
Publicly available NetPhos 2.0 software (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetPhos/)
was used to identify putative serine and threonine phosphorylation sites of AR. The
resulting predicted sites were compared to the known Pim-1 target phosphorylation
consensus sequence.

Statistical analyses
Experiments were performed a minimum of three times. Statistical analyses were
performed as student t-tests using GraphPad Prism software (Version 5). P-values of
p≤0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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RESULTS

Both Pim-1 kinases directly interact with AR via their LXXLL motif
Following the preliminary GST pulldown, the association between Pim-1
kinases and AR was validated by IP with an AR antibody. Both Pim-1L and Pim-1S
coimmunoprecipitated with AR AF2 (N-terminus, amino acids 622-919), but not AF1
(C-terminus, amino acids 1-564), supporting the preliminary GST pulldown and mass
spectrometry data (Fig. 2-4A). This interaction occurred independent of Pim-1 kinase
activity as the kinase-inactive mutants also pulled down with AF2. It is noteworthy
to mention that Pim-1 kinase inactive mutants were considerably less stable than their
kinase active counterparts. This phenomenon is likely due to the fact that Pim-1 can
autophosphorylate (78) and its expression levels are partially stabilized by
phosphorylation (77).
Because both Pim-1L and Pim-1S contain an LXXLL motif (X representing
any amino acid), we mutated all three Leu residues to Ala and tested the effects on
their binding to GST-tagged AF1 and AF2. This motif which is known to facilitate
binding to nuclear receptors (169) is located between amino acids 319-323 in Pim-1L
and 228-232 in Pim-1S. As shown in Figure 2-4B, neither Pim-1L LA nor Pim-1S
LA mutants were able to associate with the AF2 domain of AR. Together these
observations suggest that both kinases can directly interact with AR AF2 through
their LXXLL motif.
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Figure 2-4. Both Pim-1 kinases interact with human AR AF2. (A) 293T cells were
cotransfected with AR AF1 (amino acids 1-564) or AF2 (amino acids 622-919)
domains and Flag-tagged Pim-1 constructs. Cell lysates were then IP’ed with an
anti-AR antibody followed by immunoblot with an anti-Flag antibody. Kinaseinactive mutants are indicated as KM. Total cell lysate levels of AR and Flag were
also immunoblotted as controls. (B) 293T cells were transfected to overexpress Flagtagged Pim-1 kinase mutant (KM) or LXXLL mutant (LA) constructs. Lysates were
incubated with purified GST-tagged AR AF1 or AF2 for GST pulldown assay.
Western blots of pulldown or input samples were immunoblotted with anti-Flag.
Coomassie blue dye stained membrane showed relative loading of GST AR AF
constructs.

Both Pim-1L and Pim-1S induce AR phosphorylation at Serine 213 while only
Pim-1L can induce phosphorylation at Threonine 850
Using NetPhos predictive phosphorylation software, we were able to identify
several serine and threonine residues in AR which could be potentially
phosphorylated.

We compared the surrounding sequences to the known Pim-1

consensus sequence and narrowed our focus to Serine 213 (S213) and Threonine 850
(T850).

Although these residues did not match the Pim-1 consensus sequence

perfectly, their high similarity still suggested they were worthy candidate targets to
pursue (Fig. 2-5).
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Pim-1 consensus

(K/R)3X(S/T)X

AR Serine 213
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845

Figure 2-5. Predicted Pim-1 target sites in AR. Two residues, Serine 213 and
Threonine 850 closely match the Pim-1 consensus sequence.
We first tested whether Pim-1 kinases could induce AR S213 phosphorylation
in an overexpression system. Only kinase active Pim-1L and Pim-1S were able to
induce AR phosphorylation detected by a phospho-S213 (pS213) antibody (Fig. 26A, left panel). Akt was used as a positive control, as it has been shown to induce
AR phosphorylation at S213 (170).

To examine whether this effect could be

observed for endogenous AR of PCa cells, LNCaP cells were infected with
lentiviruses encoding Pim-1 kinases. The same induction of S213 phosphorylation
was seen in this cell line as well (Fig. 2-6A, right panel). To confirm specificity of
the phosphospecific antibody and for future use in functional studies, an AR S213A
mutant was created by mutagenesis PCR. As shown in Figure 2-6B, overexpression
of either Pim-1L or Pim-1S could induce strong pS213 of wild-type AR as detected
before, but mutation of S213 to alanine dramatically reduced pS213 signal. Together
these experiments demonstrated the specificity of this antibody to detect S213
phosphorylation induced by Pim-1 kinases.
AR predominantly exerts its effects as a transcription factor in the nucleus, so
we tested whether Pim-1L and Pim-1S phosphorylation at S213 had any impact on
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AR localization.

LNCaP cells were infected with lentiviruses encoding Pim-1

kinases, serum-starved overnight, and separated into cytosol and nuclear
compartments. Western blot analysis revealed that AR was predominantly localized
in the cytosol and neither Pim-1 kinase affected its nuclear translocation (Fig. 2-6C).
This finding was expected given that LNCaP cells are androgen sensitive and most
AR in androgen-depleted conditions should remain in the cytosol.

Under these

conditions, S213 phosphorylation was still increased by Pim-1L and Pim-1S and was
also predominantly cytosolic. Pim-1S was detected in both fractions while Pim-1L
was only present in the cytosol fraction, consistent with our previously published
report on their localization (82). Akt phosphorylation at T308 was unchanged in
these samples, and this residue has previously been shown to be required for full Akt
activation (171). This suggested that the increase in detected S213 phosphorylation
was mainly a result of Pim-1 kinase activity and not Akt. It also hinted that this
modification did not affect AR nuclear translocation under the conditions tested.
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Figure 2-6. Pim-1 kinases both induce AR Serine 213 (S213) phosphorylation. (A)
Flag-tagged Pim-1 kinases were transfected into COS-1 (left) or infected with
lentiviruses in LNCaP cells (right). Total cell lysates were used for immunoblot with
phosphospecific antibody for S213 (pS213). HA-tagged Akt served as a positive
control. AR, Flag, Tubulin, and HA blots were used as controls. (B) COS-1 cells were
cotransfected with wt or mutant AR S213A with kinase active Flag-tagged Pim-1
kinases. Total cell lysates were used for western blot analysis as in (A). (C) LNCaP
cells were infected with lentiviruses to overexpress Flag-tagged Pim-1 kinases and
then serum starved overnight before lysates were collected and separated into cytosol
and nuclear fractions as described in Materials and Methods. Immunoblots were
carried as in (A) using AKT and PARP as cytosol and nuclear controls, respectively.

Although AR T850 is embedded within a sequence context predicted to be
phosphorylated by both isoforms, our data suggested that only Pim-1L was capable of
inducing robust AR threonine phosphorylation (Fig. 2-7A, left panel). To verify that
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T850 was the specific site responsible for the increased pThr signal, we synthesized
AR mutant T850A and coexpressed it with Pim-1L.

The pThr signal was lost

compared to wild-type AR coexpression, confirming that T850 was the major site
responsible for the increased phosphothreonine induced by Pim-1L (Fig. 2-6A, right
panel). We then developed a phosphospecific T850 antibody (anti-pT850) capable of
detecting a strong increase in T850 phosphorylation when Pim-1L and wild-type AR
were coexpressed (Fig. 2-7B). Mutation of T850 to alanine diminished Pim-1L
induced AR phosphorylation, confirming the specificity of the antibody and
supporting previous experiments.

Taken together, these data suggest that Pim-1
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Figure 2-7. Pim-1 phosphorylation of AR Threonine 850 (T850) is unique to Pim-1L.
(A) COS-1 cells were transfected with Flag-tagged Pim-1 kinases and AR constructs.
Lysates were IP’ed with anti-AR followed by immunoblot with a phospho-Threonine
(pThr) antibody. AR and Flag blots were used as controls. (B) Similar transfection
and IP as (A), only immunoblotting with a newly developed phosphorylated T850
(pT850) antibody. (C) Serum-starved LNCaP cells were treated with 25 ng/mL IL6
or 5 ng/mL EGF for the times indicated and lysates were immunoblotted with pS213
and pT850 antibodies to detect endogenous AR phosphorylation.
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In order to test the Pim-1 target phosphospecific antibodies on endogenous
AR phosphorylation, we stimulated serum-starved LNCaP cells with 25 ng/ml IL6 or
5 ng/ml EGF at several time points over the course of 6 hours. Phosphorylation of
S213 was rapidly detected after IL6 or EGF treatment (Fig. 2-7C). Kinetics of S213
phosphorylation was notably different, with IL6 induced pS213 still strong after 6
hours whereas EGF induced S213 phosphorylation returned to basal levels and spiked
again at 3 hours. Interestingly, phosphorylation of T850 occurred rapidly after IL6
stimulation, but the kinetics appeared to be much slower in EGF treated cells.

Pim-1 kinases have different effects on AR stability
Because phosphorylation of AR at Serine 213 induced by Akt has previously
been shown to be associated with AR proteasomal degradation (150), we were
interested in testing whether Pim-1 kinases had the same effect. To measure the
effects of Pim-1 kinases on AR protein stability we treated cells with cycloheximide
to block protein synthesis and measure AR half life. As shown in Figure 2-8A,
cotransfection of Pim-1S dramatically decreased AR half life while this effect was not
observed from Pim-1L. This suggested that Pim-1S and Pim-1L have very different
effects on AR stability. In order to determine whether AR phosphorylation by Pim1S was responsible for this effect, transfections were repeated including AR mutants.
AR mutant S213A was used which cannot be targeted by Pim-1S, as well as T850D,
which served to mimic Pim-1L phosphorylation. The western blots quantified by
densitometry in Figure 2-8B showed that wild type AR was extremely unstable in the
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presence of Pim-1S and became undetectable within 3 hr while remaining largely
unchanged in the cells coexpressing Pim-1L. S213A mutation greatly stabilized AR
when cotransfected with Pim-1S and extended its half life. This suggested that
phosphorylation of S213 induced by Pim-1S is involved in the destabilization of AR.
It is possible that Pim-1S recruits another protein, such as an ubiquitin ligase to
promote degradation in a kinase-independent manner. The T850D mutant, which
mimicked Pim-1L phosphorylation was partially resistant to Pim-1S induced
destabilization. This supported the notion that phosphorylation of T850 induced by
Pim-1L may play a role in protecting AR from degradation. Ligand binding stabilizes
AR and since T850 is located within the LBD, it is possible phosphorylation in this
region has the same effect.
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Figure 2-8. Effect of Pim-1 kinases on AR stability. (A) 293T cells were transfected
with AR and Flag-tagged Pim-1 kinases and 16 hours posttransfection were treated
with 10 µg/ml CHX for the times indicated. Total cell lysates were blotted for AR,
while Flag and GAPDH served as controls. (B) 293T cells transfected with wt and
mutant AR constructs and treated with a higher dose of 100 µg/ml CHX for the times
indicated. Lysates were immunoblotted as in (A). Quantification of AR levels was
carried out using densitometry by normalizing AR to GAPDH expression. Values
were set relative to AR expression at time 0.

Pim-1 kinases induce AR ubiquitination
In order to identify a mechanism for Pim-1 induced changes on AR stability,
we performed coimmunoprecipitation (coIP) experiments to examine AR
ubiquitination.

As shown in Figure 2-9A, both Pim-1L and Pim-1S could

dramatically increase mono and polyubiquitination of endogenous AR in LNCaP
cells. These findings were also consistent in CWR-R1 PCa cells (data not shown).
Since both Pim-1 isoforms could induce this posttranslational modification yet only
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Pim-1S could cause AR degradation, we speculated that Pim-1L promoted AR
ubiquitination via a different E3 ubiquitin ligase.
We previously published that RNF6 could interact with AR and induce its
ubiquitination in noncanonical manner that did not cause AR destabilization (154).
We found that RNF6 was overexpressed in human PCa samples, so we screened for
its interacting partners in PCa cell lines by mass spectrometry analysis. These results
revealed that was Pim-1L was among the candidates of RNF6-associated proteins,
which was later confirmed by IP experiments (data not shown). Together with our
results in Figure 2-4, this suggests that Pim-1L, AR, and RNF6 form a complex to
induce AR ubiquitination. To validate this observation and provide a pathway for
Pim-1L induced AR ubiquitination, we performed a coIP experiment with
overexpressed RNF6, AR, and Pim-1 kinases in COS-1 cells. As shown below in
Figure 2-9B, Pim-1L was able to enhance the association of RNF6 and AR, while
Pim-1S had no effect.

This supported the previous findings that Pim-1L could

increase AR ubiquitination, but did not affect AR stability. We also tested whether
AR T850 phosphorylation was responsible for the Pim-1L induced enhancement of
AR and RNF6 interaction and subsequent AR ubiquitination. Pim-1L was only able
to enhance RNF6 association with wt AR and not the T850 mutant (Fig. 2-9C). In
support of this observation, Pim-1L was unable to induce ubiquitination of T850A
like it could for wt AR. Pim-1S was still able to increase T850A ubiquitination,
suggesting it induced this effect through S213 phosphorylation. Taken together, these
experiments supported the hypothesis that Pim-1L induces AR ubiquitination through
phosphorylation of T850 and subsequent recruitment of RNF6.
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Figure 2-9. Effect of Pim-1 kinases on AR ubiquitination. (A) Flag-tagged Pim-1
kinases were lentivirally overexpressed in LNCaP cells and then serum-starved
overnight 24 hours later. Lysates were subjected to denaturing conditions before IP
with anti-AR as described in Materials and Methods. IP’ed lysates were
immunoblotted with a Ub antibody while total cell lysate blots were used as controls.
(B) COS-1 cells were cotransfected with Flag-tagged Pim-1 kinases, HA-tagged
RNF6, and AR. Lysates were IP’ed with an AR antibody and total cell lysates were
used for control blots. (C) COS-1 cells were transfected and as in (B) but AR mutant
T850A was also included and lysates were subjected to denaturing conditions before
IP. Total cell lysates were used for control blots. (D) COS-1 cells were transfected
with Flag-tagged Pim-1 kinases and wt AR or AR mutant S213A. IP and
immunoblots carried out as in (C).
To confirm that S213 phosphorylation was responsible for the increased AR
ubiquitination induced by Pim-1S, we utilized the S213A mutant for a coIP. As
shown above in Figure 2-9D, wild-type AR was again strongly ubiquitinated when
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Pim-1L or Pim-1S were coexpressed. However, Pim-1S was unable to induce S213A
ubiquitination while Pim-1L retained this ability, opposite of what was observed with
the T850A mutant. This suggested that Pim-1S mediated AR ubiquitination through
phosphorylation of S213, which induced its effects on AR stability. The fact that
Pim-1L can phosphorylate both S213 and T850 suggests that interplay may exist
between single and dual phosphorylation. The observation that S213A was more
strongly ubiquitinated by Pim-1L than wt AR in Figure 2-9D supports this notion.
We next focused on a potential mechanism for Pim-1S induced AR
ubiquitination and destabilization. Proteasomal degradation of AR has been
previously shown to be required for its transcriptional activity (172). Mdm2 is an E3
ubiquitin ligase which has been identified to bind to and ubiquitinate AR thus
targeting it for proteolysis (152). Interestingly, Mdm2 is phosphorylated by Akt (69,
151, 173, 174), a kinase which shares a broad range of substrates with Pim-1 kinases.
Although it has been shown that Pim-1 can also phosphorylate Mdm2 (71, 175), we
were interested in testing whether AR phosphorylation at S213 could increase its
ubiquitination by Mdm2. This would provide a mechanism for Pim-1S induced AR
destabilization seen in Figure 2-8. As shown in Figure 2-10A, overexpression of both
kinase active Pim-1 kinases could increase endogenous Mdm2 levels in LNCaP cells,
although this upregulation was stronger from Pim-1S overexpression. Similar results
were found in COS-1 cells overexpressing AR and Pim-1 kinases while measuring
endogenous Mdm2 levels by western blot (data not shown).
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Figure 2-10. AR ubiquitination induced by Pim-1S is mediated through Mdm2. (A)
Flag-tagged Pim-1 kinases were lentivirally overexpressed in LNCaP cells and total
cell lysates were used to measure endogenous Mdm2 levels. (B) AR and Flag-tagged
Pim-1 kinases were transfected into COS-1 cells followed by an IP with anti-AR.
IP’ed samples were immunoblotted with Mdm2 while total cell lysates were used for
control blots. (C) COS-1 cells were cotransfected with Pim-1 kinases and AR or AR
mutant S213A with IP and western blots carried out as in (B).

We examined whether Pim-1 kinases could promote the interaction between
AR and Mdm2 by coIP. Interestingly, although both kinases could increase total
Mdm2 levels as seen before, only Pim-1S could enhance the interaction between
endogenous Mdm2 and AR (Fig. 2-10B).

Further, mutating S213 to alanine

abrogated the ability of Pim-1S to promote the interaction between AR and Mdm2
(Fig. 2-10C). This suggested that phosphorylation of S213 is essential for the ability
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of Pim-1S to enhance Mdm2 and AR interaction which also supported the potential
interplay between S213 and T850 phosphorylation since Pim-1L did not have the
same effect.

Pim-1 activity and AR phosphorylation are cell cycle regulated
Since a number of Pim-1 targets in hematological cancers include cell cycle
regulators, we examined whether these kinases serve a similar function in PCa cells.
A link between PCa cell proliferation and Pim-1 expression was first examined in
LNCaP cells by immunofluorescence. As shown in Fig 2-11A, the levels of Pim-1
kinases were significantly increased in cells which exhibited condensed chromatin.
In addition, this elevated staining overlapped with cells expressing high levels of
proliferation marker Ki67. This data suggested that Pim-1 expression may be cell
cycle regulated and upregulated in proliferating PCa cells.
Previous studies in hematopoietic cell lines have shown that expression and
kinase activity of Pim-1S is increased at G1-S and G2-M transitions (66, 67, 176,
177). Further, AR protein has been reported to be destabilized during mitosis (106).
This degradation is considered necessary for AR to serve as a DNA replication
licensing factor in PCa cells as stabilizing its protein levels inhibited cell proliferation
(105).

This controlled process marks origins of replication and is critical in

maintaining cellular viability and genetic stability by ensuring replication occurs only
once during each cell cycle.

To determine whether this decreased expression

coincided with Pim-1S activity, LNCaP cells were pharmacologically arrested at M,
G1, mid-S, and G2 as previously described (146, 178). The western blot results in
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Figure 2-11B revealed that AR expression levels were significantly reduced in the Mphase in agreement with previously published studies (106). A noticeable increase in
Pim-1L and Pim-1S expression was observed in G2 and M-phase arrested cells
compared to others which also coincided with elevated S213 and T850
phosphorylation. This finding confirmed that Pim-1 kinase expression levels and
activity in PCa cells are cell cycle regulated.

Although the Pim-1S and pS213

increases were expected based on our hypothesis, we are still uncertain as to what
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Figure 2-11. Cell cycle regulation of Pim-1 activity. (A) Immunofluorescence was
performed in LNCaP cells as described in Materials and Methods with anti-Pim-1
and anti-Ki67 antibodies. DAPI staining was used as a control. (B) LNCaP cells
were arrested in G2, M, G1, and S-phases after 16 hour treatments of 2 µM etoposide,
200 ng/ml nocodazole, 15 µg/ml lovastatin, or 5 µg/ml aphidicolin, respectively.
Total cell lysates collected were used for western blot with the antibodies listed. (C)
Endogenous AR expression in LNCaP cells was knocked down by shRNA and
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simultaneously replaced with wt AR or mutant AR S213A, all done by lentiviral
infection. Cells were synchronized cells in M-phase using nocodazole treatment as in
(B). AR expression was measured by western blot with GAPDH serving as a loading
control.

Because increased phosphorylation at S213 coincided with decreased AR
expression, we hypothesized that this specific modification may play a role in
regulating AR stability during mitosis.

To test this theory, we utilized the AR

Replacement approach previously reported by our lab (127). We knocked down
endogenous LNCaP AR while simultaneously replacing it with either wt AR or
S213A to protein levels similar to endogenous expression (data not shown). Cells
were then synchronized in M-phase with nocodazole as above.

S213A was

considerably more stable than wt AR following synchronization (Fig. 2-11C). These
findings provided context for S213 phosphorylation playing an important role in AR
stability during the cell cycle, particularly during M-phase. Our examination of
phosphotyrosine levels in pharmacologically arrested PCa cells similar to experiment
Figure 2-11B revealed that these levels remained unchanged across the each cell
cycle stage (data not shown). This supported the notion that M-phase degradation of
AR occurs a result of serine or threonine phosphorylation, rather than tyrosine
phosphorylation.

Pim-1L promotes AR signaling
The observation that Pim-1L phosphorylated one additional threonine residue
in the ligand binding domain of AR prompted us to examine any effects on
downstream activity. To this end, we measured the effect of Pim-1 kinases on a
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probasin promoter based ARR2-Luciferase reporter. We have previously shown this
reporter to provide a reliable readout for AR-mediated transcriptional activation
(127). The luciferase assay revealed that only kinase active Pim-1L was capable of
significantly enhancing ARR2 transcription under serum-free conditions (Fig. 212A). This suggested that the kinase activity of Pim-1L and phosphorylation of T850
were at least partly responsible for this change. We then tested whether this effect
was present after androgen supplementation. As before, Pim-1L was still able to
enhance ARR2 transcription more than 2-fold compared to AR alone while Pim-1S
had no effect after serum-starvation (Fig. 2-12B). As expected after DHT treatment,
transcription of the reporter was enhanced in all samples. Under these conditions,
Pim-1L was still able to significantly enhance transcription of ARR2. These results
suggested that Pim-1L is able to enhance AR transcription under low or high serum
androgen levels and offers an explanation how AR signaling can remain active
despite low androgen levels in patients undergoing hormone ablation therapy.
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Figure 2-12. Pim-1L enhances AR-mediated transcription. (A) Measurement of
androgen-responsive ARR2 reporter following AR and Flag-tagged Pim-1
transfection into COS-1 cells. Approximately 24 hours post-transfection, cells were
serum-starved overnight and lysates collected for luciferase assay. Data is shown
relative to AR transfected alone whose value was set at 1. P<0.01. (B) Kinase active
Flag-tagged Pim-1 kinases were transfected into COS-1 cells and media was
replaced with serum-free media 36 hours post-transfection. Cells were either
maintained in serum-free media (left) or treated with 10 nM DHT (right) for 6 hours
before collecting lysates and measuring luciferase activity. ARR2 reporter was used
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to measure AR transcription as in (A). Data is shown relative to serum-starved cells
transfected with AR alone whose value was set at 1. P<0.05 as indicated. (C) Wild
type AR and AR mutants were cotransfected into COS-1 cells with Flag-tagged Pim1L and luciferase activity of ARR2 reporter measured under complete media
conditions. Data is shown relative to AR transfected alone whose value was set at 1.
P<0.01 as indicated.

Although our initial luciferase experiment suggested that Pim-1L kinase
activity was responsible for its effects on AR-mediated transcription, we sought to
verify this finding with AR phosphorylation site mutant constructs. Our results shown
in Figure 2-12C revealed that under normal media conditions, cotransfection of Pim1L with AR significantly increased transcription of ARR2 compared to AR alone.
However, Pim-1L was not able to increase the mutant AR constructs’ transcription to
the same degree. Interestingly, S213A mutation alone was sufficient to abrogate Pim1L’s effect on AR transcription. This suggested that phosphorylation of both Pim-1L
target sites may regulate its effect on AR transcription. Regardless of the dynamics
of single or dual phosphorylation induced by Pim-1L, the results in Figure 2-12C
supported those in 2-12A and 2-12B in that Pim-1L kinase activity is required for its
enhancement of AR transcription.
To examine the functional role of Pim-1 kinases in PCa growth, we performed
an in vitro cell growth assay. LNCaP cells were infected with lentiviruses encoding
Pim-1 kinases and then cultured for 6 days in phenol red free media containing
charcoal-stripped serum supplemented with 50 pM synthetic androgen R1881. These
low androgen level conditions are generally growth suppressive for androgensensitive cell lines such as LNCaP, yet Pim-1 kinases greatly increased the cell
growth (Fig. 2-13A). Notably, Pim-1L had a stronger enhancement of LNCaP cell
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growth under these conditions than Pim-1S. These results suggested that Pim-1
kinases could sensitize PCa cells to lower androgen levels, potentially through
different mechanisms. Pim-1S was previously shown to increase PCa growth in vitro
and in vivo in AR-negative PC3 transfected cells (179). Together with our previous
study (84), this suggests that Pim-1S may promote PCa proliferation independent of
canonical AR activation.
We were interested in determining whether Pim-1L’s enhancement of AR
transcription could also increase mRNA expression of known AR target genes. As
shown in Figure 2-13B, Pim-1L was able to significantly induce expression of KLK2
and POV1, but Pim-1S did not have the same effect. Interestingly, Pim-1L did not
increase expression of PSA, which belongs to same Kallikrein family as KLK2. This
suggests that Pim-1L mediated effects on AR signaling may be specific for certain
cellular conditions. We performed a ChIP assay to further validate these findings
using primers spanning ARE sites in both the KLK2 and PSA promoters. Pim-1L
promoted a significant increase in AR recruitment to the KLK2 promoter, but not the
PSA promoter, supporting the previous real time RT-PCR results (Fig. 2-13C).
Together these results suggest a novel mechanism by which Pim-1L can selectively
activate AR target gene transcription under specific circumstances.
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Figure 2-13. Effects of Pim-1 kinases under androgen-depleted conditions in PCa
cells. (A) LNCaP cells were infected with lentiviruses encoding Pim-1 kinases and
grown in charcoal-stripped serum media supplemented with 50 pM R1881 for 6 days
before fixing and staining with Coomassie blue dye. Shown cell density is
representative of 3 experiments. (B) LNCaP cells were infected with lentiviruses to
overexpress Flag-tagged Pim-1 kinases. Approximately 24 hours postinfection,
media was changed to serum-free and total RNA was collected 18 hours later.
Primers specific for AR target genes KLK2, POV1, and PSA were used for real time
RT-PCR using 18S for normalization. Data is shown relative to vector control
infection whose value was set at 1. P<0.01 as indicated. (C) LNCaP cells were
infected with lentiviruses encoding Flag-tagged Pim-1 kinases, serum starved 18
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hours, and ChIP assay performed using anti-AR as described in Materials and
Methods. The resulting DNA was purified and then used for real time PCR using
primers specific to AREs in the KLK2 and PSA promoter regions. Results shown are
IP’ed samples relative to IgG normalized to input levels. Data is shown relative to
vector control infection whose value was set at 1. P<0.01 as indicated.

DISCUSSION

Although a majority of research of Pim-1 has focused on its kinase function in
the context of hematological cancers, recent evidence has also shown significance in
solid tumors such as PCa. In addition, most Pim-1 literature is centered on studies of
the 33 kDa Pim-1S isoform while few references describe 44 kDa Pim-1L activity.
Based on the aforementioned results, we conclude that Pim-1 kinases play distinct
roles in the context of PCa. After screening for AR-associated proteins through mass
spectrometry, we identified Pim-1 kinases as potential interacting partners.

We

verified that AR could physically associate with both Pim-1 kinases with both
isoforms through IP and GST pulldown experiments irrespective of their kinase
activity. We further mapped the transactivation domain 2 (AF2) of AR and LXXLL
motifs of Pim-1 isoforms as the sites responsible for this interaction.

We used

phosphorylation software to predict two Pim-1 target sites on AR and then confirmed
their targeting through western blots with phosphospecific antibodies. AR mutants
created via PCR were also used for confirmation experiments. Through this approach
we confirmed that both isoforms could induce AR S213 phosphorylation as predicted,
but only Pim-1L was capable of causing AR T850 phosphorylation. Because S213
phosphorylation had previously been published as affecting AR stability, we
measured the effects of AR half life induced by Pim-1 overexpression. Despite that
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both isoforms induced S213 phosphorylation, we observed that only Pim-1S was
capable of increasing AR degradation. The destabilization effect caused by Pim-1S
appeared to be a result of its induced AR phosphorylation as T850D and S213A
mutant constructs were more stable than wild-type AR. This suggested that S213
phosphorylation promoted AR degradation while T850 phosphorylation served a
stabilizing function. These findings are relevant given that Pim-1 interaction with
and phosphorylation of AR has not been previously reported.
In order to identify a mechanism for these differences in stabilization, AR
ubiquitination was examined.

Interestingly both Pim-1 isoforms promoted AR

ubiquitination through their target site phosphorylation via different ubiquitin ligases.
Pim-1L mediated AR ubiquitination and subsequent stabilization through RNF6
recruitment, a finding which supported our previous publication on RNF6 function
(154).

Mutation of Pim-1L target site T850 to alanine abrogated its ability to

associate with RNF6 and increase AR ubiquitination.
We explored the mechanism by which Pim-1S induces AR degradation and
found that it could be achieved through recruitment of ubiquitin ligase Mdm2.
Although both Pim-1 kinases could increase total levels of Mdm2, only Pim-1S could
enhance the interaction between AR and Mdm2. This interaction has previously been
shown to promote proteasomal degradation of AR (172). Pim-1S was unable to have
the same effects on AR mutant S213A. We provided a context for Pim-1S mediated
AR degradation, as its expression and activity were increased during the M-phase and
coincided with decreased AR levels. AR degradation during mitosis each cell cycle
has been shown to be required for PCa cell proliferation (105). The observation that
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phosphorylation mutant S213A was stabilized during M-phase further supported our
hypothesis of Pim-1S function.

The end result of S213 phosphorylation likely

promotes AR turnover to facilitate cell cycle progression, which is a major function
of Pim-1 activity in leukemias.
Although it can also target S213, Pim-1L phosphorylation at T850 appears to
serve a protective role of AR. This residue located within the AR LBD so it is
possible that a phosphorylation charge here mimics ligand binding thus stabilizing
AR levels and allowing for downstream signaling to AR target genes.

AR

stabilization has previously been described as promoting AR activity in advanced
PCa (180). A luciferase reporter assay using androgen responsive promoter ARR2
demonstrated that only kinase active Pim-1L was capable of promoting AR
transcription.

This enhancement occurred in both androgen-depleted and

supplemented conditions. Mutation of either Pim-1L target site was able to abrogate
its effects on AR transcription. Given that Pim-1S does not promote AR activity
through its phosphorylation at S213, it is interesting that S213A mutation alone had
an effect on Pim-1L mediated transcription (Fig. 2-12C).

This suggested that

phosphorylation at both S213 and T850 is required for Pim-1L to mediate its effects
on AR activity. In our previous publication, we did find that Pim-1S alone could not
increase AR transcription but could synergize with Etk to activate AR reporter
constructs (84). Future work may be needed to establish the dynamics of single
versus dual phosphorylation of AR by Pim-1L. As we observed in Figure 2-6C, Pim1L did not affect AR localization under low serum conditions, while AR is known to
mediate its genomic effects after nuclear translocation. This finding was interesting
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given that Pim-1L was able to induce AR transcription and target gene expression and
was further supported by its ability to enhance the association between AR and
RNF6. The effects of Pim-1L on AR localization may need further clarification.
Alternatively, Pim-1L induced AR phosphorylation may cause chaperone proteins
such as HSP90 to dissociate, which normally act to stabilize AR in its inactive state.
Future studies may elucidate the precise mechanisms by which Pim-1L affects AR
conformation.
Pim-1L was able to promote androgen-sensitive PCa line LNCaP growth even
in extremely low serum media. Proliferation of androgen-dependent PCa cell lines
has been shown to be dramatically reduced under such conditions (28).

This

suggested that Pim-1L was able to sensitize AR to lower levels of androgen.
Expression of a subset of AR target genes was enhanced by Pim-1L after serum
starvation, as observed by real time RT-PCR. This finding was particularly intriguing
given that Pim-1L increased KLK2 expression yet had little effect on PSA expression
despite both proteins belonging to the Kallikrein family. Pim-1L likely regulates
distinct AR targets under specific conditions, a concept that should be further
explored.

A ChIP assay with an anti-AR antibody also validated this novel

mechanism and showed differential AR recruitment to KLK2 and PSA promoters.
Because Pim-1 kinases share substrates with Akt including AR, we performed
several experimental controls to delineate their function. Akt activity was determined
by measuring Threonine 308 (T308) or Serine 473 (S473) phosphorylation. These
sites have been shown to be a critical regulators of full Akt activation (171, 181). In
both the cell fractionation experiment of Figure 2-6C and the cell cycle arrest
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experiment of Figure 2-11B, we were unable to observe an increase of phospho-Akt
coinciding with Pim-1 activity. AR T850 phosphorylation by Akt has not been
previously reported. Further, many of the experiments presented were performed in
cell lines which have relatively weak endogenous Akt activity.

Together these

control experiments suggested that the results we report are most likely due to the
effects of Pim-1 kinases and not Akt.

This supports published data that AR

phosphorylation induced by Akt inhibits AR transcriptional activity (145) unlike the
enhancement we observed from Pim-1L.
Although it is clear that Pim-1 expression is increased in human prostate
tumors compared to benign tissue, its role in PCa progression is not well understood.
Tissue microarray studies have suggested decreased Pim-1 expression is correlated
with PSA-free recurrence and good prognosis (93, 182).

Further, IHC of

prostatectomy patient samples found Pim-1 expression levels similar in high grade
PIN lesions and PCa samples (91).

This evidence implies Pim-1 plays a more

relevant role in PCa initiation, such as during the transition from a PIN lesion to
prostatic adenocarcinoma.

However, these results are based on examination of

localized PCa tumors from patients that did not yet receive androgen deprivation
therapy. Activation of AR signaling may be quite different in those hormone naïve
patients compared to those failing hormone therapy based on gene expression
profiling studies (113). Our data together with our previously published report (84)
provide support that Pim-1 kinases are indeed important advanced PCa progression
due to their ability to enhance AR activity. IHC analyses showing increased Pim-1
staining in patients failing hormone therapy (166) and in more poorly differentiated
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human PCa tumors samples (183) further support that Pim-1 kinases are important
during castration resistance. In several xenograft models, overexpression of Pim-1
strongly increased PCa tumor formation (179, 184).

However, based on tissue

recombination experiments with normal epithelium, ectopic expression of Pim-1
alone is weakly oncogenic but it strongly synergizes with c-Myc when coexpressed
(63). Thus, it is likely that Pim-1 kinases may require other genomic hits to exert
their effects in the context of PCa.
The effects of Pim-1 activity on AR function are particularly relevant in the
context of advanced PCa because patients who are undergoing hormone ablation
therapy may have decreased serum androgen levels. However, since Pim-1 kinase
expression may be modulated by upstream factors such as cytokines, this model
offers a mechanism by which AR activity can be maintained without androgen to
promote relapse into castration resistance. Hormone ablation therapy has already
been shown to increase IL6 serum levels (87).

Therefore, Pim-1 kinases are

important targets for PCa therapy and may be useful as diagnostic markers to predict
ADT treatment resistance. Figure 2-14 depicts a schematic of the proposed model for
how Pim-1 kinases modulate AR during PCa progression.
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Pim-1S

Pim-1L
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NTD
NTD

MDM2
AR Degradation
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RNF6
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AR Signaling
Figure 2-14. Proposed model of the effects of Pim-1 kinases on AR function. Pim-1S
induces phosphorylation at Serine 213, a residue which can also be targeted by Pim1L. Phosphorylation at this site can promote AR turnover and cell cycle progression.
Pim-1L is able to induce phosphorylation at an addition residue in the ligand binding
domain, Threonine 850. Phosphorylation at this site can stabilize AR protein levels
and promote downstream signaling.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE ROLE OF PIM-1 KINASES IN REGULATING OCT4
ACTIVITY WITHIN DRUG RESISTANT PROSTATE CANCER
CELLS
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INTRODUCTION

Clinical challenges of advanced prostate cancer treatment
Although frequent clinical use of PSA screenings and early detection has
improved PCa survival rates, the increased number of men diagnosed is a serious
concern.

Diagnoses of indolent low Gleason grade PCas which do not require

treatment has been proposed as a major clinical challenge (185). Overtreatment of
such relatively harmless tumors has implications for not only patient quality of life,
but also health care costs associated with therapy.

As a result, clinicians now

recommend later and less frequent PSA screenings (185). The use of PSA as a PCa
biomarker has been somewhat controversial, and although alternatives have been
suggested, none have yet proven more reliable. Further, Gleason grading still appears
to provide better prognostic significance than current molecular biomarkers (186).
Another problematic aspect of PCa therapy is the unusual tropism to bone
during metastasis. PCa metastases invariably occur in bone as osteoblastic lesions
unlike many epithelial cancers which infrequently localize here (187).

The

mechanisms underlying PCa preference to metastasize to bone is not well understood,
but the tumor microenvironment is believed to play a significant role. This has been
supported by observations that PCa lymph node metastases often regress while those
of the bone are rarely affected during therapy (188).
ADT results in tumor regression initially for most PCa patients and thus has
been the major focus of research on advanced PCa treatment.

As PSA levels
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eventually begin to increase after treatment initiation, new therapy approaches must
be undertaken for this castration resistant stage. In recent years the term ‘castration
resistance’ has replaced ‘androgen independent’ or ‘hormone refractory’ PCa after
numerous groups have shown these tumors still rely on AR function (114, 116, 117).
Unfortunately few treatment options currently exist for this advanced PCa, none of
which are curative.

Attempts at targeting many of the castration resistant PCa

mechanisms summarized in Chapter 2 with single agents have been largely
unsuccessful.

Interchelating agents, alkylating compounds, and microtubule

stabilizers are the main classes of drugs currently used in the clinic at this stage,
although as single treatments mostly offer only palliative effects (189). The latter
group which includes taxanes has shown the most promising clinical responses,
improving patient survival rates in combination with other drugs like prednisone
(190, 191). However, intrinsic or acquired patient chemoresistance can often lead to
failure of this treatment.

Major mechanisms of taxane chemoresistance
The use of taxanes such as docetaxel to treat metastatic castration resistant
PCa dramatically increased after it was approved as a first line therapy in 2005.
However, taxane resistance is a considerable hurdle for PCa treatment since it can
occur via several mechanisms due to the pharmacodynamics of these drugs. The
common pathways associated with taxane chemoresistance include increased efflux
pump activity, inefficient interaction with the target, and increased survival signaling
pathways.
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Overexpression of ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters can offer a
protective effect from chemotherapeutic drugs as a result of enhanced efflux of drugs
out of the cell. A prototypical example is P-glycoprotein (Pgp), also known as
MDR1, a membrane localized ABC transporter which uses ATP hydrolysis to
transport bound molecules out of the cell (192). Taxanes such as docetaxel are direct
substrates for Pgp, so can easily be exuded by cancer cells expressing this protein
(193, 194). Because docetaxel exerts its mode of action by preventing microtubule
depolymerization, alterations in β-Tubulin expression or signaling can also lead to
decreased patient sensitivity to the drug (195-198). Expression of proteins p21, HIF1α, and glutathione-S-transferase have also been linked to promoting survival of cells
after taxane treatment (199-201).

The role of Pim-1 in drug resistance
The role of Pim-1 in chemoresistance has evolved as new targets and
pathways have been identified. We recently provided evidence that Pim-1 kinases
can increase activity of drug efflux pumps Pgp (202) and Breast Cancer Resistance
Protein (BCRP) (203). Pim-1 was also shown to be a critical component of the NFκB stress response pathway in PCa cells after docetaxel treatment (204). This finding
paralleled previous reports of Pim-1 promoting cell survival through an inhibitory
phosphorylation of pro-apoptotic protein Bad (70). Pim-1 has also been linked to
hypoxia induced chemoresistance independent of hypoxia-inducible factor 1-α (205).
Lastly, Pim-1 overexpression has been shown to promote genomic instability and
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alter microtubule organization (206). Together these support multiple pathways by
which Pim-1 may promote drug resistance in cancer cells.
As a result of our studies on Pim-1’s role in drug resistance, we established
several chemoresistant PCa cell lines to characterize and examine underlying genes
which may be relevant to their aggressive phenotype. Our approach was to utilize
docetaxel and mitoxantrone, two different cytotoxic drugs frequently used to treat
hormone refractory PCa. Through microarray analysis we were able to identify
several genes which were commonly upregulated or downregulated in both of the
resistant lines. Our was goal to characterize these chemoresistant cells and identify
pathways that may be supported by Pim-1 signaling.

The cancer stem cell hypothesis
Although solid tumors are believed to be derived from single clones, they are
comprised of a heterogeneous population of cells of varying proliferative and tumor
initiating potential (207). The cancer stem cell hypothesis is a hierarchical model
based on these observations, which posits that only a small portion of tumor cells are
capable of initiating tumor growth (Fig. 3-1, bottom pathway) (208, 209). Since
cancer stem cells (CSCs) may or not fit the classical definitions of stem cells, many
researchers use the more appropriate name of ‘tumor initiating cells’ (TICs).
Regardless, these cells share several features with stem cells including the ability to
self-renew and carry some degree of differentiative capacity. Several studies have
demonstrated that enriching cell lines for this population using techniques like flow
cytometry can significantly enhance in vivo tumorigenicity (210-212). An alternative
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model, known as the stochastic or clonal evolution model, proposes that genetic or
epigenetic variations are responsible phenotypic heterogeneity observed in tumors
(213, 214). As such, this model suggests that subpopulations of cells within a tumor
are not hierarchically organized and possess equal tumor initiating ability (Fig. 3-1,
top pathway). In some cancer types, such as melanoma, large percentages of cells
possess tumor initiating ability, thus challenging the idea of rare cancer stem cells in
certain solid tumor types (213).

Figure 3-1. Stochastic versus hierarchical model of cancer initiation (215).
Comparison of the two theories that explain cellular heterogeneity within tumors.
Many cell surface markers can be used to identify TICs including CD44,
CD24, and CD133 (216). Some TICs have been isolated using markers of normal
stem cells from the same organ. Whether or not these markers serve a role in
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supporting TIC function remains to be determined. However, a number of genes
which modulate proliferation and self-renewal pathways in normal stem cells have
been shown to induce neoplastic growth when deregulated. One such example is the
Wnt pathway (217, 218). Several other genes commonly associated with stem cell
function have been also been identified in cancer cells, including Hedgehog, Notch,
CXCR4, and Nestin (209, 219-221).

OCT4 transcription factor
The POU5F1 gene encodes the OCT4 protein, also known as OCT3, a
member of the POU domain transcription factor family (223, 224). The POU domain
is a DNA binding region which prefers to bind to octamer consensus sequences (225).
Other members of the OCT family are highly homologous and can form homo as well
as heterodimers (226). OCT4 plays a critical role in maintaining pluripotency in
embryonic development, as evidenced by its expression in totipotent and pluripotent
cells (223, 227, 228).

Expression levels are tightly controlled, whereby slight

increases or decreases promote differentiation into endoderm and mesoderm (229).
OCT4 has been considered a master regulator of pluripotency because in addition to
forming an autoregulatory loop of its own expression, it has been shown to induce
other pluripotency genes such as SOX2 and NANOG (Fig. 3-2) (230-232). Further, it
was one of four genes originally found capable of reprogramming somatic cells into
embryonic stem-like cells (233). One of the four original factors, C-MYC was later
found to be dispensable (234). However, OCT4 together with SOX2 and KLF4 are
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considered the core transcription factors capable of forming induced pluripotent stem
cells (235, 236).

OCT4
SOX2
NANOG

Maintaining stemness
•Proliferation
•Chromatin modifiers
•Cell signaling

Differentiation
•Endoderm
•Ectoderm
•Mesoderm
Figure 3-2. Core transcriptional networks regulating pluripotency, adapted from
(222).
Autoregulating transcription factors OCT4, SOX2, and NANOG
simultaneously maintain stemness properties while inhibiting differentiation.

A number of target genes of OCT4 have been identified by different groups
(237, 238), yet many remain to be discovered, potentially uncovering novel roles for
this protein (239).

The existence of OCT4 in somatic cells and its role in

carcinogenesis has been somewhat controversial.

A novel role of OCT4 in

tumorigenesis was proposed when its ectopic expression induced dysplastic growth of
epithelial tissue (240). It has also been described as a marker for germ cell tumors
(241). OCT4 was reported to be reactivated in cancer cell lines (242, 243), yet other
groups have not been able to detect such upregulation (244, 245). Lengner et al.
further argued that its expression was not required for maintaining pluripotency in
somatic murine stem cells (246). One reason for these discrepancies is that the
POU5F1 gene encodes two isoforms of OCT4, named OCT4A and OCT4B, the latter
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of which has no known biological role currently (247). Some confusion has also
arisen from OCT4 pseudogenes which exist within the human and mouse genome and
can produce false positives when doing PCR experiments (248).

One former

pseudogene, POU5F1B, is now believed to potentially encode a protein with 95%
homology to OCT4A and resides on a chromosome locus which is frequently
amplified in PCas (249). These hurdles underscore the importance of proper primers
and controls utilized for OCT4 studies to avoid false positives.

Prostate stem cells
The existence of stems cells in the adult prostate was originally demonstrated
in classic experiments showing organ regression during androgen deprivation and
regeneration following subsequent restoration (250, 251). Most luminal cells within
the prostate are dependent upon androgen and thus undergo apoptosis during
androgen deprivation after castration, while basal and neuroendocrine cells survive
(252, 253). This suggested that prostate stem cells reside within the AR-negative
basal cell compartment and was consistent with the notion that AR is a differentiation
marker. Liu et al. gave support for this idea when they demonstrated that sorted basal
cells cocultured with stromal cells were capable of producing prostate secretory
proteins (4). The use of cell surface markers such as Lin, Sca-1, Trop2, CD44, and
CD133 have all been used for identifying and isolating putative prostate stem cells
(254-256). Flow cytometry has been used to sort cells expressing these markers
which can enrich for stemness properties such as self renewal in cell culture and in
tissue reconstitution. For example, Lin-Sca-1+CD133+CD44+CD117+ cells, which are
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almost exclusively basal in humans, were capable of reconstituting prostatic ducts
when engrafted into the renal tubules of mice (257).

Targeting tumor initiating cells (TICs)
In an effort to isolate and identify TICs in PCa, a number of groups have
utilized normal prostate stem cell markers (142, 211, 258, 259). These efforts have
shown a dramatic enrichment of cells with aggressive tumor initiating ability.
Unfortunately no study has yet successfully isolated prostate TICs from primary
human tumors to initiate tumors in vivo. Further, it remains unclear whether prostate
TICs should conserve many of the same markers as prostate stem cells.

Most

putative TICs described above are considered to be AR negative which would support
their origins from the basal cell population. Nevertheless, cells with strong AR
activity are selected for during the process of castration resistance (260). There is
some evidence that not only could normal prostate stem cells reside in the luminal
cell compartment (261), but some prostate TICs may indeed express AR (262).
The cancer stem cell hypothesis represents a logical model to explain the
recurrence of many solid tumor types including PCa. Most standard chemotherapy
approaches are believed to target the bulk of the tumor leaving tumor initiating cells
unaffected to restart tumor growth (Fig. 3-3). This emphasizes the necessity to
identify markers of TICs or pathways they regulate in order to increase chemotherapy
efficacy. OCT4 is one such protein whose role in tumorigenesis remains undefined.
We have evidence that OCT4 is upregulated in drug resistant PCa cell lines and
essential for their growth as well as survival. Interestingly, phosphorylation software
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predicted putative Pim-1 phosphorylation sites on OCT4 which have not been
previously reported. Our experiments support this idea and suggest a novel role for
Pim-1 to modulate chemoresistance.

Figure 3-3. Importance of targeting cancer stem cells to prevent tumor regression
(208). Many therapeutic approaches target the bulk tumor cells, yet leave CSCs
unscathed to reinitiate tumor growth (bottom pathway). It is thus critical to correctly
identifying and targeting CSCs will provide a more thorough elimination (top
pathway).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture
All cell lines were maintained in a 37˚C incubator at 5% CO2. COS-1 and Ntera cell
lines were cultured in DMEM medium (Mediatech Inc.) supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (P/S). CWR-R1 cell lines were
cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Mediatech Inc.) supplemented with 10% heatinactivated FBS and 1% P/S. Drug resistant cell lines were developed by maintaining
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culture in the presence of increasing doses of docetaxel (Fluka) and mitoxantrone
(Sigma) over several weeks of passaging.

Plasmid and lentiviral constructs
Mutant OCT4 constructs were synthesized using the QuickChange Mutagenesis kit
(Stratagene) and primers to replace specific Serines or Threonines with Alanines
(Table 3-1). Mutations were confirmed by sequencing. Commercially available
shOCT4 constructs from Sigma TRCN0000004879 contained target sequence
CCGGTCATTCACTAAGGAAGGAATTCTCGAGAATTCCTTCCTTAGTGAAT
GATTTTT.

Addgene

plasmid

12197

target

sequence

was

GGATGTGGTCCGAGTGTGGTT.

Table 3-1. List of primers used to generate OCT4 mutants
OCT4 mutant
Sequences
T159A

GCAGAAGAGGATCGCCCTGGGATATACAC (sense)
GTGTATATCCCAGGGCGATCCTCTTCTGC (antisense)

T235A/S236A

GCCAGAAGGGCAAGCGAGCAGCCGCCGACTATGCA
CAACG (sense)
CGTTGTGCATAGTCGGCGGCTGCTCGCTTGCCCTTC
TGGC (antisense)

T235D/S236D

GCCCGAAAGAGAAAGCGAGACGATATCGAGAACCGA
GTGAGAGG (sense)
CCTCTCACTCGGTTCTCGATATCGTCTCGCTTTCTCTT
TCGGGC (antisense)

S288A/S289A/S GCCAGAAGGGCAAGCGAGCAGCCGCCGACTATGCA
CAACG (sense)
290A
CGTTGTGCATAGTCGGCGGCTGCTCGCTTGCCCTTC
TGGC (antisense)
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Transient transfections
Cells were plated in 100 mm plates at a density of approximately 1x106 cells/plate or
6-well plates at a density of approximately 1x105 cells/well 24 hours before
transfection.

COS-1 cells were transfected using FugeneHD reagent (Roche).

Lysates of cells were collected approximately 40-48 hours post transfection.

Immunoprecipitations
Immunoprecipitations were carried out by adding approximately 1 µl antibody per
mL cell lysates and allowing incubation for approximately 16 hours at 4˚C. A 50%
slurry of Protein A or G Sepharose 4B beads (Zymed) or Neutravidin agarose resin
(Thermo Scientific) with lysis buffer was added to lysates and incubated for 1 hour at
4˚C. Beads were pelleted by centrifugation (12krpm 1 minute) and washed 3X with
lysis buffer.

Western blotting and antibodies
For western blot analyses, cell lysates were mixed with 2X sample buffer and 5%
beta-mercaptoethanol (Sigma) added. Lysates were boiled 5 minutes at 95˚C and
then separated on 8-10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels at 120V.

Proteins were

transferred to Immobilon-P polyvinylidene membranes (Millipore) using a Bio-Rad
Transblot SD Semi-dry transfer cell at 50 mA for 1.5 hours. Membranes were
blocked with either 3% bovine serum albumin (Roche) or 5% dry nonfat milk
(Carnation) in TBST for 1 hour at room temperature. Antibodies from Santa Cruz
included Pim-1(sc13513), GAPDH (sc47724), Actin (sc7210), MDR1 (sc8313),
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OCT4 (sc9081 & sc8628), and pThr (sc-5267).

Other antibodies included Tubulin

(ABM G098), Flag (Sigma F3165), BCRP (Alexis BXP21), pSer (Stressgen KAPST210), and Akt substrate (Cell Signaling 9611). Antibodies were added at various
dilutions in blocking solution and allowed to incubate overnight at 4˚C with gentle
agitation. Membranes were washed 5 times at 5 minutes each wash before secondary
antibodies with conjugated horseradish peroxidase were incubated with blocking
solution.

Membranes were washed again 5 times and bands detected using the

SuperSignal West Pico enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) system (Thermo
Scientific).

RT-PCR
RNA was extracted from confluent 100mm plates of cell lines using TRIzol reagent
(Invitrogen). Total RNA was treated with DNAse (Promega RQ1 kit) and transcribed
into cDNA (Roche Transcriptor Reverse Transcriptase kit), both according to
manufacturers’ protocols. PCR was carried out using Roche FastStart High Fidelity
PCR kit. PCR products were run on 1% agarose (Invitrogen) gel with a 100 bp DNA
ladder. OCT4 primers used were: ACACCTGGCTTCGGATTTCG (forward) and
GGCGATGTGGCTGATCTGCT

(reverse).

GCTATCCAGGCTGTGCTATC

(forward)

Actin
and

primers

used

were:

TGTCACGCACGATTTCC

(reverse).
BioRad GelDoc imagining system was used to capture images of PCR products
separated on agarose gels. HpaII-Sensitive PCR was carried out as described by Yeo
et al. (263). Approximately 0.5 µg genomic DNA was incubated with HpaII or MspI
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for 48 hrs, with Ntera DNA serving as a negative control. Digested DNA was
amplified using real time PCR using undigested DNA for normalization.

Quantitative Real-time RT-PCR
Real-time PCR was carried out using Roche FastStart SYBR Green Master kit. 18S
primers

were

TTGACGGAAGGGCA

CCACCAG

(sense)

and

GCACCACCACCCACGGAATCG (anti-sense). OCT4 regulatory region primers
were:

Proximal

promoter

TGCGAAGGGACTACTCAACC

AAAGTTTCTGTGGGGGACCT

(anti-sense);

(sense)

Distal

and

enhancer

ATGTTGCCTCTGTTCGTGTG (sense) and TGGCAGACAGCAGAGAGATG
(anti-sense). AID primers were: TTCAGTCAACATTTAATGATGCT (sense) and
GCCTGGTGAAATGAGCAAT (anti-sense). OCT4 target gene primers were: SOX2
GTATCAGGAGTTGTCAAGGCAGAG
TCCTAGTCTTAAAGAGGCAGCAAAC
CCTGTGATTTGTGGGCCTG

(forward)

and

(reverse);

NANOG

(forward)

and

GACAGTCTCCGTGTGAGGCAT(reverse);

GATA6

ACCTCAGCCTGCACCCTCTT (forward) and CAAAGCAGGCACCAGCTCAC
(reverse);

MID1

CACCGTGTGGAACAAGTGTC

(forward)

and

ATTTCGGGACACTTCTGGTG (reverse); IL1RN GGAAGATGTGCCTGTCCTGT
(forward)

and

CCTTCGTCAGGCATATTGGT

(reverse);

MYB

GGCAGAAATCGCAAAGCTAC (forward) and GCAGGGAGTTGAGCTGTAGG
(reverse);

RPS27

GACCTACGCACACGAGAACA

CGTTTGTGCATGGCTAAAGA

(reverse);

(forward)

and

CUGBP2
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CCATACGCATCCACACACTC (forward) and GCAAACATCGACGGAATCTT
(reverse). The relative abundance of each transcript was quantified by using the ∆∆Ct
formula using 18S as an internal control.

Luciferase Assays
Approximately 2.5x104 Hela cells were seeded into each well of a 24-well plate 24
hours prior to transfection.

For serum starvation conditions, media was changed to

serum-free DMEM supplemented with 1% P/S 24 hours post transfection. The PORE
construct was used a reporter and a promoter-less Renilla luciferase construct was
used as an internal control.

Experiment was carried out using Dual-Luciferase

Reporter Assay System (Promega) according to manufacturer’s protocol.

Side population analysis
The method previously described for analyzing side population was utilized (264).
One million cells were suspended in 1 ml DMEM containing 2% fetal calf serum
(FCS) and 10 mM HEPES. The cell suspension was incubated with 1 mg/mL Hoechst
33342 (Sigma) at 37oC in the presence or absence of Pgp inhibitor verapamil (50 µM)
or BCRP inhibitor Ko143 (1 µM). After 90 minutes of incubation, cells were
centrifuged at 4oC and resuspended in cold HBSS with 2% FCS and 10 mM HEPES.
Prior to analysis, propidium iodide (2 µg/ml; Sigma) was added to discriminate dead
cells. Samples were then analyzed by BD LSR II four-laser flow cytometer (BD
Biosciences, San Jose, CA). The Hoechst dye was excited at 355 nm and the
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fluorescence profile was measured in dual wavelength analysis (405/30 nm and
670/40 nm). The side population was analyzed as mentioned in references (264, 265).

Microarray
Total RNA was collected from cells and analyzed using the RNA 6000 Nano kit on
an Agilent Bioanalyzer (Agilent technologies, Palo Alto, CA).

RNA was

fluorescently labeled according to the standard protocol designed for the Agilent
Human Whole Genome Expression System. Fluorescent dyes (Cye5 and Cye3) were
incorporated into the amplified cRNA during a linear amplification step.
Approximately 2 µg total
RNA from drug resistant lines was labeled with the Cye5 dye. RNA from the R1
parental cells was labeled with the Cye3 dye and served as a common reference,
while the other labeled samples were co-hybridized in a classical two-color
hybridization scheme. Hybridization was carried out using the conditions specified by
the manufacturer. The Agilent microarrays contained 44k 60mers in sense orientation.
Scanned images were processed for quality assessment using the Agilent Feature
Extraction software (Agilent Technologies). Preprocessed, normalized expression
values were imported into the BRB-ArrayTools (NCI) software for visualization and
analysis. A list of genes was compiled that composed of statistically significant
changes that were least 2-fold increases or decreases in expression.

Soft agar assay
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Soft agar assays were set up as described in (266) and allowed to incubate 8 days.
Colonies were stained with iodonitro tetrazolium blue (2mg/ml) and read on an
automated reader using an inverted microscope. Only colonies measuring between
50-200 micrometers were counted by the reader.

In vitro cell growth assay
Cells were plated in six-well plates at a density of approximately 1x106 cells/plate 24
hours prior to lentiviral infection. As vector treated wells reached confluence, cells
were fixed with 1% formaldehyde for 1 hr. then stained with Coomassie blue dye for
1 hr. Densitometry was performed using a BioRad Gel Imager.

In vivo tumor growth in xenograph models
The tumor growth of CWR-R1 and drug resistant lines in xenograft models was
carried out as described previously (127). Cells were counted and mixed with 100 µL
of Matrigel and then subcutaneously injected in the flanks of the castrated
NOD/SCID mice. For initial tumorigenicity experiments 10 cells were used for
inoculation.

For later knockdown experiments, 106 cells were used 48 hours

postinfection with lentiviruses encoding vector of shOCT4 constructs. Tumor
volumes were measured weekly and calculated using the formula 4/3π x r12 x r2,
wherein r1 < r2. Differences in tumor sizes formed on both flanks were compared by
the paired t test.

Immunohistochemical analysis
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Tumors harvested from xenograph mice were fixed in 10% formalin overnight,
washed with 70% ethanol, and embedded in paraffin. Vectastain Elite ABC Kit
(Vector Laboratories) was used for immunohistochemical staining on 5 µm sections
according to the protocol supplied by the manufacturer using a monoclonal OCT4
antibody.

Phosphorylation predictive software
Publicly available NetPhos 2.0 software (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetPhos/)
was used to identify putative serine and threonine phosphorylation sites on OCT4.
The resulting predicted sites were compared to the known Pim-1 target
phosphorylation consensus sequence.

Statistical analyses
Experiments were performed a minimum of three times. Statistical analyses were
performed as student t-tests using GraphPad Prism software (Version 5). P-values of
p≤0.05 were considered statistically significant. For side population analyses, results
are displayed as mean ± standard error.
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RESULTS

Expansion of side population in drug resistant cells
In our previous publication, we developed drug resistant PCa cell lines to
examine the role of Pim-1 kinases in chemoresistance (203). These cells developed
resistance to docetaxel (DTX) or mitoxantrone (MX) during culture with clinically
relevant doses in the media. Both of these chemotherapeutic drugs are commonly
used to treat castration resistant PCa. The side population (SP) was analyzed by flow
cytometry to determine what percentages of the cells possess a drug-resistant
phenotype (Fig. 3-4, left panel).

The SP is defined as the cells which exhibit

enhanced efflux of the DNA binding dye Hoechst 33342 and is often considered to
have similar characteristics to stem cells (267). As expected, both docetaxel resistant
(R1/DTX) and mitoxantrone resistant (R1/MX) lines exhibited a significant increase
in SP percentage as a result of their constant exposure to drugs. The SPs of R1/DTX
and R1/MX after adding drug efflux pump blockers verapamil or Ko143 respectively,
were effectively eliminated. Conversely, there was little change in SP when treating
R1/DTX with Ko143 or R1/MX with verapamil. Treating parental CWR-R1 cells
with either verapamil or Ko143 had no significant effect on the already small SP.
This suggested that docetaxel resistant cells preferentially utilize MDR1 as their
dominant efflux pump whereas mitoxantrone cells predominantly use BCRP. This
observation was confirmed by flow cytometry and immunofluorescence (data not
shown) which agreed with current literature regarding known substrates of these
efflux pumps (268, 269). A representative western blot is shown in the right panel
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Figure 3-4. It is important to note that both R1/DTX and R1/MX overexpress BCRP
compared to R1 control, but levels in R1/MX are considerably higher.

R1/MX

+Ko143
+verapamil

18.7±3.6%

4.3±0.5%

R1

Hoechst Blue

0.1±0.1%

R1
/D
T
R1 X
/M
X

R1/DTX

control

R1

IB: α MDR1
0.2±0.2%

15.5±0.9%

IB: α BCRP

0.7±0.1%

IB: α GAPDH
0.0±0.0%

0.6±0.3%

3.1±0.6%

Hoechst Red

Figure 3-4. Drug resistant prostate cancer cells have an expanded side population.
Flow cytometric side population (SP) analysis was performed as described in
Materials and Methods (left panel). Ko143 and Verapamil were used as blockers of
BCRP- and MDR-expressing populations, respectively. Values shown are means ±
standard error for at least 3 independent experiments. Western blots of R1/DTX and
R1/MX total cell lysates was used to measure efflux pump expression (right panel).

A number of genes are preferentially upregulated and downregulated in drug
resistant cells compared to their parental line
Microarray analysis was performed to identify unique genes commonly
altered in both drug resistant cell lines compared to their drug sensitive parental line.
Only genes whose transcript levels were upregulated at least 2-fold with P-values ≤
0.05 were considered to be of interest. A summary of relevant genes is listed in Table
3-2. Interestingly, we observed that stem cell marker POU5F1, also known as OCT4,
was among the genes upregulated at the transcript level in the resistant lines. In
addition several OCT4 target genes were also upregulated. These findings were
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particularly intriguing given that OCT4 expression is believed to be restricted to selfrenewable pluripotent embryonic stem cells.

Therefore, we further investigated

whether OCT4 could serve a role in drug resistance of PCa stem cells.

Table 3-2. Differentially expressed genes in drug resistant cell lines.
Upregulated*

Downregulated*

Cell signaling

GK
NUCKS1
HUNK
HMOX1
MYB

JAKMIP1
KLK8
MLKL
MAPK13
RASSF4

Stress-related

MDM2
MGMT6
ANXA1

PTEN
PARP8
PTPN20B

Metastasis &
Cytoskeleton

CDH2
KRT4, KRT5, KRT19
MMP1
PLAT
MID1

ITGB2
VIM
COL1A2
MMP2
CDH11, CDH12
MARK1
TUB4A
MAPT

Stem cell-related

POU5F1
AID
SNAI1
GDF6
KLF5
GATA6
IL1RN

WIF1
SMO
WNT5A, WNT6, WNT11
WISP1
BMP2, BMP4, BMP7
ADFP
GATA4
SOX11

Growth factors &
receptors

FGFR
OXTR
LDLR
FOLR1, FOLR3
TLR4
PPARGC1A

FGF7, FGF14
IGF1, IGF2
VEGFA
PPARG
PGF
LIFR
GDF15

Transcription factors

EBF3
SOX6
E2F8
DIDO1
ELF1
CUGBP2
TEAD4

SNAI2
FOXL2
HOXB13
MAF
TCF7

Drug resistant cells overexpress stem cell marker OCT4
To validate our microarray data, we performed RT-PCR using OCT4 specific
primers which do not amplify pseudogene sequences (244).

Furthermore, these

primers are located in exons 1 and 4 and thus do not amplify the OCT4B isoform.
We obtained a 748-bp PCR product for both drug resistant lines thus confirming the
microarray findings that OCT4 was upregulated compared to the R1 parental line
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(Fig. 3-5A). We also performed western blots to confirm that OCT4 protein is
expressed in the resistant lines.

It should be noted that this OCT4 monoclonal

antibody recognizes an N-terminal epitope between amino acids 1 to 134, which is
not present in the OCT4B isoform (Fig. 3-5B). To further confirm that the protein
band detected by the OCT4 antibody was indeed encoded by POU5F1, we treated
drug resistant cells with lentiviruses encoding 2 different short hairpin RNA (shRNA)
constructs specific for OCT4. As shown in Figure 3-5C, the level of OCT4 was
significantly decreased by treatment with either shOCT4 in both resistant lines.
These data support the possibility that OCT4 is reexpressed in R1/DTX and R1/MX
lines.
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Figure 3-5. OCT4 expression is upregulated in drug resistant cells. (A) Total RNA
was isolated from CWR-R1 and its drug resistant derivatives, then RT-PCR analysis
was performed using OCT4-specific primers as described in Materials and Methods.
18S was used as a control. (B) Total cell lysates were used for Western blot analysis
using a monoclonal antibody. Actin served as a loading control. (C) R1/DTX and
R1/MX were treated with Lentiviruses encoding either a control shRNA (-) or 2
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independent OCT4 shRNA (+) for 48 hours.
determined as above.

Expression of OCT4 protein was

OCT4 expression is silenced through genomic methylation during
differentiation of embryonic stem cells (270), so we examined the methylation status
of regulatory regions of the POU5F1 gene was altered within R1/DTX and R1/MX.
This would provide a mechanism by which OCT4 could be reexpressed at an
increased level in these drug resistant cell lines. Genomic DNA from each cell line
was collected and digested with either HpaII or MspI restriction enzymes to examine
methylation status in a similar approach described by Yeo et al. (263).

These

isoschizomers cleave DNA at the same sequences, but the former is methylation
sensitive whereas the latter is not. Therefore, a methylated region of DNA should
remain intact after HpaII digestion and be able to be amplified by PCR. Conversely,
MspI serves as a negative control to ensure complete DNA digestion. Primers in the
POU5F1/OCT4 proximal promoter and distal enhancer region were used, each
containing one HpaII and MspI cleavage site. Following enzyme digestion, real time
PCR was utilized to quantify the digestion efficiency in each line. Ntera cells were
used as a negative control since they have been shown to exhibit low levels of
methylation at the POU5F1/OCT4 locus (263). As shown in Figure 3-6A, there was
a significant decrease in PCR product formation in both drug resistant lines compared
to the parental line. This suggested that OCT4 methylation in the resistant lines is
decreased at both the enhancer and promoter regions. An analysis of AID levels, a
demethylase associated with OCT4 demethylation in induced pluripotent stem (iPS)
cells (271), supported this notion as it was increased in both resistant lines compared
to R1 control (Fig. 3-6B). To further validate the microarray data and assess the
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functionality of OCT4 in the drug-resistant cell lines, expression of several target
genes regulated by OCT4 were analyzed by real time RT-PCR.

MID1, MYB,

IL1RN, RPS27, and CUGBP2 have been previously shown to be direct target genes
of OCT4 in ChIP assays (238).

As shown in Figure 3-6C, these genes were

upregulated at the transcriptional level in drug resistant cells compared to their drug
sensitive parental line. Taken together, these results suggest that not only is OCT4
overexpressed in R1/DTX and R1/MX, but it may also play a functional role by
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Figure 3-6. OCT4 is transcriptionally active in drug resistant cells. (A) Reduced
methylation of regulatory regions of OCT4 using HpaII-sensitive PCR. Genomic
DNA isolated from CWR-R1 and its drug resistant derivatives were digested with
control (ddH20), HpaII, or MspI as described in Materials and Methods. Digested
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DNA was used as the template for PCR amplification using primers specific for the
promoter or enhancer site of POU5F1/OCT4. The level of methylation was
determined by normalizing with undigested DNA from each cell line and set relative
to the parental CWR-R1 line, whose value was set at 1. P<0.001 or 0.05 as labeled.
(B) Total RNA from each line was used for real time RT-PCR using primers specific
for AID. 18S was used for normalization. P<0.01 (C) Expression of OCT4 target
genes in CWR-R1 or its drug resistant derivatives was determined by real time RTPCR analysis. The value in the parental line was set as one and the final PCR
products are shown below the graph. P<0.001 or 0.05 as labeled.

OCT4 is biologically relevant to the enhanced tumorigenicity of drug resistant
R1/DTX and R1/MX cell lines
To test whether the drug resistant cells with reexpressed OCT4 have
tumorigenic growth advantages compared to the parental line, we first examined their
ability to self-expand in soft agar assays. As shown in Figure 3-7A, R1/DTX and
R1/MX were more clonogenic than their drug sensitive parental line. Furthermore, as
few as 10 drug resistant cells injected into castrated male SCID mice were sufficient
to form tumors after 8 weeks (Fig. 3-7B), while the parental R1 cells could not induce
detectable tumor growth under similar conditions. These data suggested that the
resistant lines were enriched for tumor-initiating cells. We hypothesized some of the
genes differentially regulated in these drug resistant lines, such as those identified in
our microarray analysis, may be responsible for their enhanced tumorigenicity.
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Figure 3-7. Drug resistant cells are more tumorigenic than their parental derivatives.
(A) Clonogenecity of CWR-R1 and its drug-resistant derivatives were examined using
Soft agar assay as described in Methods. Colonies between 50 and 200 µm were
counted on an automated plate reader. Representative data of triplicate experiments
are presented. P<0.01. (B) Tumorigenicity of CWR-R1 and its drug-resistant
derivatives was tested by subcutaneous inoculation of approximate 10 cells from each
line into the flanks of castrated SCID mice (5 mice/line). After 8 weeks, mice were
sacrificed and tumors harvested from R1/DTX and R1/MX xenograft. CWR-R1 cells
did not form any detectable tumors under these conditions.
We next tested whether OCT4 reexpression plays a role in the enhanced
tumorigenicity of the resistant lines by measuring in vitro growth following shRNA
knockdown. The results shown in Figure 3-8A revealed that knockdown of OCT4
decreased in vitro cell growth of R1/DTX and R1/MX more than 50% yet only had a
modest effect on parental R1 cells. Similar inhibitory effects on growth of drug
resistant lines were detected in xenograft models (Fig. 3-8B). Control shRNA-treated
parental R1 cells formed significantly smaller and fewer tumors than the drugresistant cell lines supporting earlier clonogenecity experiments (Fig. 3-8C).
Interestingly shOCT4 treatment reduced R1/DTX and R1/MX tumor growth to levels
similar to R1 rather than completely inhibiting tumor formation. This suggests the
chemoresistant lines reverted back to the weak tumorigenicity of the parental line.
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Collected tumors were analyzed by immunohistochemistry with the monoclonal
OCT4 antibody which only recognizes OCT4A.

Consistent with western blot

analysis, the xenograph tumors derived from the shRNA control treated drug-resistant
cell lines showed an increase of OCT4 staining compared to the parental line (Fig. 38D).

This suggested that the drug-resistant lines possess some capicity of self-

renewal to maintain OCT4 expression during in vivo growth despite growing in the
absence of DTX or MX.
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Figure 3-8. Expression of OCT4 plays a critical role in growth and survival of drugresistant cells. (A) CWR-R1 and its drug resistant derivates were treated with
lentivirus encoding control or shOCT4 for 48 h and allowed to grow for 6 days
before being fixed and stained with Coomassie blue (Right). The density of cells was
quantified using a densitometer (Left). Representative data from triplicate
experiments were shown. (B) R1/DTX and R1/MX cells were treated with lentivirus
encoding either control shRNA or shOCT4 and approximately 1 x 104 cells were
mixed with Matrigel and then inoculated subcutaneously into flanks of castrated
SCID mice at 48 h post-infection. Tumors were measured weekly before the animals
were sacrificed and tumors were harvested at 4 weeks post-inoculation. P<0.05 (C)
Photograph of tumors harvested from xenographs. (D) Immunohistochemical
analysis using a monoclonal OCT4 antibody in tumors collected.
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OCT4 as a potential target of Pim-1 kinases
Analysis of R1/DTX and R1/MX lysates revealed that Pim-1L was upregulated in
each of the lines compared to the parental control (Fig. 3-9A). Pim-1S expression
levels within these cell lines were below the limits of detection, suggesting that Pim1L is the dominant isoform in these lines. This finding agreed with our previous
observation that Pim-1L is the predominant isoform which plays a role in mediating
drug resistance in short-term treated CWR-R1 cells (203). OCT4 phosphorylation
has been shown to regulate homodimer formation and recruitment to different target
genes (272), although precise residues and pathways have not yet been clearly
defined. Thus, it is possible that our drug resistant cells which reexpress OCT4
regulate downstream targets in a novel and previously unpublished manner. To
explore this possibility, we pursued phosphorylation of OCT4 by Pim-1 kinases.
Using NetPhos predictive phosphorylation software, several Pim-1 target sites were
identified within the OCT4 gene, each within its POU domain (T159, T235/S236, and
S289). T235/S236 matched the Pim-1 consensus sequence identically, while T159
and S289 were similar but not exact. The POU domain is responsible for DNA
binding so it is feasible Pim-1 phosphorylation of OCT4 modulates its substrate
specificity. A schematic of the putative phosphorylation target sites on OCT4 is
shown in Figure 3-9B. Aligning the sequences of OCT4 between several species at
each of these sites revealed that these residues were well conserved (Fig. 3-9C)
suggesting that these sites may serve important regulatory functions for OCT4. To
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further examine the functional significance of each of these residues, alanine mutants
of each site were made using site-directed PCR mutagenesis. Since S289 is flanked
on both sides by adjacent serines, we mutated all three to alanines to avoid any
complexity with phosphorylation at this location. As we demonstrated with the AR in
Chapter 2, Pim-1 kinases can target serine/threonine residues that lie within close
proximity to the consensus sequence that do not necessarily match perfectly.
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Figure 3-9. Potential regulation of OCT4 by Pim-1 kinases. (A) Total cell lysates of
drug resistant cells and parental R1 cells were used for Western blot analysis using a
monoclonal Pim-1 antibody and tubulin as a loading control. (B) Schematic of OCT4
protein and putative Pim-1 phosphorylation target residues predicted by software.
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(C) Sequence alignment of OCT4 protein showing conservation among species for
residues predicted to be targeted by Pim-1 kinases.

Pim-1 kinases phosphorylate OCT4
Ntera cells were used to examine whether Pim-1 kinases could indeed phosphorylate
endogenous OCT4. As shown in Figure 3-10A, the amount of OCT serine/threonine
phosphorylation was substantially increased by both Pim-1 kinases, more notably by
Pim-1L. Interestingly, total Akt levels were decreased in cells coexpressing Pim-1L.
Further, no detectable phospho-Akt could be observed using either pT308 or pS473
antibodies, suggested Akt activity is particularly weak in these cells. These results
confirmed that Pim-1 kinases can induce endogenous OCT4 phosphorylation and the
effects seen were not due to Akt. To validate the predicted Pim-1 target sites, we
used the OCT4 alanine mutants for coIP. Lysates were immunoprecipitated with
anti-Akt substrate antibody serum starving the cells overnight.

This antibody

recognizes phosphorylated epitopes that closely resemble the Pim-1 consensus
sequence, thus can be used to detect Pim-1 induced phosphorylation. Consistent with
the endogenous phosphorylation experiment, we observed that both Pim-1L and S
induced an increase in wt OCT4 phosphorylation (data not shown). Similarly, Pim-1
kinases were able to increase basal phosphorylation of the T159A and
S288A/S289A/S290A mutants (Fig. 3-10B).

Conversely, Pim-1L was unable to

enhance the phosphorylation signal of T235A/S236A while Pim-1S still was able to
slightly increase phosphorylation though not the degree of the wt or other mutant
constructs. Although it is possible that Pim-1 kinases could target T159 and S289, we
conclude from these results that T235 and S236 are the major targets, especially given
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their exact match of the consensus sequence. We sought to confirm these results with
a different IP method to ensure OCT4 pulldown was specific. To that end, we used
neutravidin beads to pull down biotin-labeled OCT4 constructs. As before, both Pim1L and Pim-1S increased wt OCT4 and T159A phosphorylation, but not that of
T235A/S236A (Fig. 3-10C). Together with aforementioned preliminary data, this
provides a potential link between Pim-1 kinases and OCT4 in the context of the drug
resistant cells. We show that Pim-1L overexpression in these cells lines could be
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Figure 3-10. Phosphorylation of OCT4 by Pim-1 kinases. (A) Ntera cells were
infected with lentiviruses encoding Pim-1 kinases and serum-starved overnight
approximately 24 hours postinfection. OCT4 phosphorylation was measured by
western blot by immunoprecipitating lysates with anti-OCT4 followed by
immunoblotting with phosphoserine (pSer) and phosphothreonine (pThr) antibodies.
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Blots for total cell lysates (TCL) are shown with GAPDH used as loading control. (B)
Flag-tagged Pim-1 kinases and OCT4 target site mutants were cotransfected into
Hela cells and IP’ed with anti-OCT4 and then immunoblotted with AKT substrate
antibody. Actin was used as a loading control. (C) OCT4 phosphorylation was
measured by in lysates of 293T cells transfected with Flag-tagged Pim-1 kinases and
Biotin-labelled OCT4 constructs. IP was performed with neutravidin beads followed
by immunoblot with AKT substrate antibody. Immunoblot for OCT4 in IP samples
was used as a pulldown control.

Pim-1 regulation of OCT4 target gene expression and transcriptional activity
In order to provide a functional role for Pim-1 regulation of OCT4 activity, we
first utilized the replacement approach in Ntera cells.

We tested whether this

experimental technique could be used to replace endogenous OCT4 expression with
wt or mutant OCT4 constructs. Endogenous OCT4 expression was knocked down
using shRNA targeted toward the 3’ UTR of the OCT4 gene while simultaneously, wt
or mutant OCT4 constructs were infected back into the cells. As shown in Figure 311A, when wt OCT4 was coinfected with shOCT4, an increase in OCT4 mRNA
expression and its target gene NANOG were detected. This experiment provided a
proof of principle that OCT4 replacement was functional, so we proceeded to test the
effects of OCT4 mutant replacement. Examination by real-time RT-PCR revealed
that T235A/S236A mutation abrogated expression several canonical OCT4 target
genes such as SOX2, NANOG, and GATA6 (Fig. 3-11B). Replacement with the
phosphorylation mimicking T235D/S236D mutant rescued this effect. Interestingly
the T159A mutant had a slight induction of SOX2 and GATA6 expression whereas
S288A/S289A/S290A had no significant effect on target gene expression.

This

suggested that T159 phosphorylation of OCT4 may serve a negative regulatory role.
Western blot of this experiment performed in parallel confirmed abundant protein
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levels of replacement OCT4 constructs similar to endogenous levels following
replacement (Fig 3-11B, middle panel).

To further examine the functional

significance of T235/S236 regulated by Pim-1 kinases, we performed a luciferase
assay using the PORE reporter construct which contains two POU binding sites useful
as a readout for OCT4 transcriptional activity (272). As shown in Figure 3-11C, both
Pim-1 kinases were able to significantly enhance PORE transcription. However, this
increase was not observed with the T235A/S236A. Together with the real-time PCR
replacement, these experiments provided functional evidence that Pim-1 kinases
could regulate OCT4 signaling predominantly through T235/S236 phosphorylation.
We cannot exclude the possibility that the other predicted sites are indeed
phosphorylated by Pim-1 kinases if a different approach is undertaken. However, the
functional

real-time

and

luciferase

experiments

are

consistent

with

the

phosphorylation data with T235/S236 being the more important Pim-1 regulatory
target.
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Figure 3-11. Pim-1 kinases regulate OCT4 target gene expression and its
transcriptional activity. (A) OCT4 replacement was performed in Ntera cells by
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simultaneous infection with shOCT4 and either vector or OCT4. Total RNA collected
approxmately 40 hours later was used for real time RT-PCR. 18S was used for
normalization and values set relative to vector treatment. Data is shown relative to
vector control infection whose value was set as 1. P<0.01. (B) OCT4 replacement
was performed similar to (A) using wt and mutant OCT4 constructs. Total RNA
collected from cells was used for real time RT-PCR using primers specific for OCT4
target genes SOX2, NANOG, and GATA6. 18S was used for normalization and
values set relative to wt OCT4 replacement. OCT4 expression levels from
replacement were verified by parallel western blot (middle panel). P<0.01 or 0.05 as
indicated. (C) Hela cells were transfected to overexpress Flag-tagged Pim-1 kinases,
OCT4 constructs, and PORE luciferase reporter. Luciferase assay was carried out as
described in Materials and Methods. Data is shown relative to vector control
cotransfection whose value was set as 1. P<0.01.

DISCUSSION

Treatment of PCa remains a clinical challenge since there are limited options
for patients with castration-resistant tumors. In addition, these patients will inevitably
develop resistance to cytotoxic agents used during advanced stage. Our data suggest
that this process may enrich more aggressive tumor-initiating cells in recurrent
tumors that are increasingly difficult to target. Therefore, a better understanding of
mechanisms of drug resistance is needed to improve treatment efficacy for secondary
PCa therapy. Identifying pathways underlying chemoresistance to use as targets
offers an opportunity for patients to maintain or regain sensitivity to drugs used
during combination therapy. In this study, we have characterized the CWR-R1 cell
line and its derivatives, which have developed resistance to docetaxel and
mitoxantrone, 2 different agents commonly utilized to treat advanced recurrent PCa.
These drug-resistant cell lines were established by maintaining them in clinically
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relevant doses of the chemotherapeutic drugs in culture media over a period of
months.
As expected by virtue of their acquired drug resistance, these cell lines
exhibited an enhanced SP compared to their parental line. Analysis of other tumor
types by flow cytometry suggests potential cancer stem cells or tumor-initiating cells
may reside within the SP (273).

Soft agar assays and in vivo tumorigenicity

experiments support this notion, as drug-resistant R1/DTX and R1/MX were found to
be significantly more tumorigenic than their parent counterparts.

As few as 10

unsorted cells were sufficient to form xenograft tumors in NOD/SCID mice, while the
parental cells did not form any detectable tumors under similar conditions. This
suggests that the process by which cells acquired drug resistance selected for cells
with enhanced tumor-initiating ability. A number of genes differentially regulated in
the drug resistant lines were identified by microarray analysis. Although DTX and
MX have quite different mechanisms of action, cell lines resistant to these drugs
shared numerous changes over their derivative CWR-R1. We focused on several stem
cell–related genes following SP analysis and found that POU5F1/OCT4 was among
those upregulated in R1/DTX and R1/DTX compared to their parental line. Although
POU5F1/OCT4 expression in cancer remains controversial, we demonstrated that
OCT4 expression was enhanced in both drug resistant cell lines using multiple
analyses including RT-PCR, sequencing, Western blot, and shRNA knockdown. We
also showed that the reexpression of OCT4 was associated with reduced methylation
in the regulatory regions of POU5F1 locus, possibly due to the elevated expression of
AID. This protein has been shown to be required for promoter demethylation and
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induction of OCT4 (also known as POU5F1) and NANOG gene expression in iPS
cells (271). However, we did not detect a significant change in NANOG expression
in our drug-resistant lines. It is possible that AID may demethylate different
regulatory regions depending on cell context.
It is still unclear whether the observed reexpression of POU5F1/OCT4 in drug
resistant cells was due to de novo demethylation of the POU5F1/OCT4 locus or
enriched rare OCT4-positive cells pre-existing in the drug-sensitive parental line. It is
also possible that chemotherapy may induce neuroendocrine differentiation analogous
to that shown in radiation therapy (274). OCT4 is expressed in a subpopulation of
prostate neuroendocrine cells (275), thus the increased OCT4 expression may reflect
an increase in this population. Nevertheless, we confirmed that OCT4 was
transcriptionally active by analyzing the expression of several OCT4 target genes
using real-time RT-PCR. Although these genes have not been previously confirmed
as direct targets of OCT4 transcription, they were identified as associated with OCT4
through ChIP analyses. Some of the more commonly known OCT4 targets associated
with stem cell function such as NANOG, KLF4, and GATA6 were unchanged in
R1/DTX and R1/MX. Further, SOX2 was only modestly increased in these resistant
lines (data not shown). Consistent with our observations, a recent genome-wide study
on PCa showed that POU5F1 is overexpressed in over 25% of castrated metastatic
PCa cases but less than 11% of primary PCa cases (35), implying a potential role of
POU5F1 overexpression in disease progression. We propose that OCT4 may serve a
novel role in mediating growth and survival of drug resistant cancer cells as in our
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model. Targeting protein expression by shRNA led to a dramatic decrease in cell
growth assays and tumorigenicity in vivo.
We also demonstrated that both chemoresistant lines overexpress Pim-1L
compared to the parental cells. Predictive phosphorylation software identified two
OCT4 residues that identically matched the Pim-1 consensus sequence (T235/S236)
and two other sites that were highly similar (T159 and S289). Alignment of these
sequences with other species revealed that they are well conserved suggesting their
importance for OCT4 regulation.

Pim-1 kinases were capable of inducing

phosphorylation of endogenous OCT4 in Ntera cells validating the predictive
software. Akt expression was decreased after Pim-1L overexpression confirming the
increased OCT4 phosphorylation detected was indeed due to Pim-1 activity.
Interestingly,

in

an

overexpression

system,

Pim-1

kinases

could

induce

phosphorylation of OCT4 mutants T159A and S288A/S289A/S290A but not
T235A/S236A. Based on these findings, we cannot exclude the possibility that T159
and S288/S289/S290 are indeed Pim-1 targets as predicted. Future experiments could
test these sites in further detail with phosphospecific antibodies or in vitro kinase
assays.

However, given that T235/S236 exactly matches the Pim-1 consensus

sequence and the reproducibility of decreased OCT4 phosphorylation after
T235A/S236A mutations, we conclude T235 and S236 are the major residues targeted
by Pim-1 kinases. This observation was supported by OCT4 replacement with Pim-1
phosphorylation mutants. T235A/S236A replacement decreased expression of OCT4
target genes SOX2, NANOG, and GATA6, while a T235D/S236D mutant had a
rescuing effect.

Mutation of S288/S289/S290 did not affect SOX2 or GATA6
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expression, while the T159A mutation had a slight induction of these target genes.
The potential negative regulatory role of OCT4 T159 phosphorylation could be the
focus of future studies. Because OCT4 expression levels and activity are tightly
controlled in embryonic stem cells (229), it is possible posttranslational modification
of residues such as T159 are important for feedback mechanisms.
Luciferase assays with a palindromic OCT factor recognition element (PORE)
reporter were used to provide further support for the importance of T235/S236
phosphorylation by Pim-1 kinases. This construct can be coupled to a reporter gene
to measure OCT4 activity since it contains two OCT4 binding sites. Both Pim-1
kinases could induce PORE transcriptional activity which was abrogated after
T235A/S236A mutation.
Together these results provide evidence for Pim-1 regulation of OCT4
activity, primarily through T235/S236 phosphorylation. These residues lie within the
POU domain of OCT4, a region important for DNA binding. Thus, it is possible that
overexpression of Pim-1 kinases, coupled with reexpression of OCT4 constitutes a
previously unidentified pathways role in chemoresistance or tumor initiating cell
maintenance. The specific conformation of OCT4 hetero and homodimer complexes
can be regulated by phosphorylation (272). A role for Pim-1 kinases in regulating
pluripotency has been suggested after knockdown could rapidly promote
differentiation of both human and murine embryonic stem cells (276, 277). Thus, it is
possible Pim-1 maintains aggressive tumor initiating cancer stem cells in our drug
resistant lines in a similar manner. The exact downstream mechanisms by which
OCT4 regulates growth in these drug resistant PCa cells are not yet known, so further
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studies will be needed to explore these precise pathways and mechanisms.
Posttranslational modification of OCT4, such as phosphorylation, may determine its
transcriptional specificity (272). OCT4 normally functions as a transcription factor
and numerous target genes have been reported (237, 257). However many more
target genes potentially exist which may undiscovered roles for the protein (239). A
ChIP-seq analysis may provide more insight into which OCT4 target genes are
relevant within this context. Future studies may also explore other genes identified in
our microarray study which may be relevant to the drug-resistant cell lines. For
example, downregulation of cytoskeleton related genes such as vimentin (VIM),
integrin beta 2 (ITGB2), and collagen type I alpha 2 (COL1A2) coupled with
increased matrix metalloproteinase 1 (MMP1) suggest an increased metastatic
potential of R1/DTX and R1/MX. In addition, evaluating pathways of epithelialmesenchymal transition (EMT) may provide insight into the increased tumorigenicity
of these lines. SNAIL1 (SNAI1) is one such gene that plays a critical role in EMT
that was found to be increased in our microarray results.
The implications of this study are of great significance to PCa therapy.
Unfortunately, the mortality rate of advanced PCa remains high since patients often
relapse and become resistant to androgen deprivation therapy. Chemotherapeutic
drugs such as taxanes remain a viable option for treatment, but resistance to cytotoxic
drugs can become another hurdle to overcome. Therefore, combination treatment
targeting both the bulk tumor as well as chemoresistant TICs could provide a greater
increase in survival rates. There is a critical need to better understand mechanisms of
drug resistance in order to identify novel targets to improve treatment efficacy. Our
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data suggest that OCT4 may be one such target, and its use may be especially relevant
to aggressive drug resistant cancers.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSIONS
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Proposed model of Pim-1 signaling during advanced PCa
We believe that Pim-1 kinases significantly contribute to the failure of
advanced PCa therapy and promoting disease progression through at least two
mechanisms. First, Pim-1L and Pim-1S regulate AR phosphorylation, stability, and
activity in different manners. Pim-1S may promote AR degradation and cell cycle
progression through its phosphorylation of S213 while Pim-1L may enhance AR
stability and transcription through phosphorylation of T850.

Pim-1S may also

promote AR transcriptional activity when synergizing with other kinases based on our
previous results. Both kinases and phosphorylation sites may be important for AR
signaling to support PCa cell growth or survival under different cellular contexts.
The results of these studies have provided a clearer understanding of Pim-1 kinases
by addressing the separate functions of the two isoforms in modulating AR. Our
studies are also the first to report direct interaction and phosphorylation of AR by
Pim-1 kinases.
We also have presented evidence that Pim-1 may also promote PCa
progression independent of AR by playing a role in drug resistance.

We have

identified stem cell marker OCT4 upregulated in long-term DTX and MX treated PCa
cells which may be an important Pim-1 target. The enhanced tumorigenicity of the
induced drug resistant cell seems to be dependent on OCT4 expression and we have
provided evidence that Pim-1 kinases can directly regulate OCT4 transcriptional
activity. This pathway may be essential for maintenance of the chemoresistant tumor
initiating cell (TIC) population.

A synergetic relationship may exist between
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castration resistance and chemoresistance. Our findings have shown a novel role for
OCT4 as well as Pim-1 in mediating chemotherapeutic drug resistance. A proposed
model of the role in Pim-1 kinases in advanced PCa therapy failure is depicted below
in Figure 4-1.

Pim-1 Kinases
S
L

P

P
OCT4

AR

TIC Maintenance

AR signaling
Castration resistance

Chemoresistance

Figure 4-1. Proposed mechanisms by which Pim-1 kinases can mediate advanced
PCa therapeutic failure. Phosphorylation of AR by Pim-1 kinases can promote
downstream signaling and resistance to hormone deprivation therapy even in low
androgen conditions in AR-positive cells.
Alternatively, Pim-1 kinases can
phosphosphorylate OCT4 mediating a chemoresistant phenotype rendering common
therapeutic agents inffective within tumor initiating cells (TICs). Both endpoints may
cooperate to promote therapeutic failure.
Future directions
Although we have provided strong evidence for the role of Pim-1 kinases in
PCa, follow-up experiments could provide further clarification for specific
mechanisms.

Our data supports

that

Pim-1L predominantly exerts

its

posttranslational effects on AR activity through T850 phosphorylation. However,
several lines of evidence suggest that S213 phosphorylation may also be critical to
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Pim-1L function, as we presented in Chapter 2. The dynamics of dual S213 and T850
phosphorylation by Pim-1L would provide a more clear understanding of its
mechanism of action.
Because our aim of this project was to elucidate the effects of AR
posttranslational modification by Pim-1 kinases, we did not explore how Pim-1L
exactly modulates AR transcript levels.

We performed most of experiments in

serum-free media conditions to reduce basal AR phosphorylation induced from other
signaling cascades. However, under complete media conditions, we were able to
detect an increase in AR mRNA transcript levels induced by Pim-1L in CWR-R1 PCa
cells (Fig. 4-2). A similar significant increase was also observed LNCaP cells after
200 ng/ml IL6 treatment (data not shown) but not in serum starvation conditions for
either cell line. Thus, AR mRNA appears changed only in conditions optimal for
Pim-1 expression. AR has previously been shown to serve an autoregulatory role in
regulating its own mRNA expression by binding to AR gene (278, 279). Thus, it is
likely that this increase in AR mRNA is a result of Pim-1L induced AR stabilization
and enhanced transcriptional activity as we presented in Chapter 2. However, we
cannot rule out the possibility that Pim-1L directly affects AR transcript levels.
Fluctuations in AR protein and mRNA levels are not necessarily directly proportional
(280) likely due the complex nature of hormone feedback loops. Future work should
explore direct effects of Pim-1 kinases on AR transcription, such as coactivator or
corepressor recruitment. These studies could shed more light onto the differential
targeting of downstream genes observed in the real time and ChIP data shown in
Figures 2-13B and 2-13C, respectively.
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Figure 4-2. Effect of Pim-1 kinases on AR mRNA transcript levels. CWR-R1 cells
were infected with Lentiviruses encoding Pim-1 kinases and either serum-starved
(left) or maintained in complete media (right) overnight before total RNA was
collected. Real time RT-PCR using primers specific for AR were used with 18S
serving for normalization. Values are relative to vector infection which was set at 1.
P<0.01 as indicated.

Our characterization of drug resistant PCa cell lines revealed that OCT4
expression was critical to their enhanced tumorigenicity in vitro and in vivo.
Although we identified several OCT4 target genes upregulated in the resistant lines,
the precise downstream pathways critical for their chemoresistant phenotype were not
fully elucidated. The promoters of the ABCB1 and ABCG2 genes that respectively
encode MDR1 and BCRP, both contain OCT4 binding sites (281). Furthermore,
OCT4 was proposed to potentially mediate drug resistance through downstream
regulation of BCRP activity in liver cells (282). Although the potential for OCT4 to
mediate drug efflux pump activity would still not fully explain the elevated
tumorigenicity observed in our lines, we tested whether OCT4 knockdown could
reduce levels of overexpressed BCRP and MDR1 in R1/DTX and R1/MX.

A

preliminary test of three shOCT4 constructs did not reduce BCRP expression, but did
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have a modest inhibition of MDR1 levels (Fig. 4-3). Two of the shOCT4 constructs
(1277 and RJ006) were the same as those capable of reducing OCT4 expression as we
showed in Figure 3-5C. As mentioned in Chapter 3, downstream effectors of OCT4
signaling in the drug resistant lines remain unclear, techniques such as ChIP-seq may
be useful in identifying important targets to better characterize these cells.
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00
6
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12 r
77
12
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RJ
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6

shOCT4:

ve
ct
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RJ
00
6

R1
IB: α MDR1
IB: α BCRP
IB: α BCRP
(long exp.)
IB: α GAPDH

Figure 4-3. Potential drug efflux pump regulation by OCT4. Parental R1, R1/DTX,
and R1/MX were infected with Lentiviruses encoding either control (vector) or OCT4
shRNAs (1277, 1279, and RJ006). Total cell lysates were used for western blots as
shown above. Two exposures for the BCRP blot are shown to depict overexpression
in both resistant lines.

Finally, as previously mentioned in Chapter 3, a gene formerly thought to be
an OCT4 pseudogene is now believed to encode a protein with 95 % similarity to
OCT4A. Although the role of the gene product of POU5F1B is not yet known, we
tested whether it was overexpressed like POU5F1/OCT4 in our resistant cell lines.
We observed that POU5F1B is indeed increased at the transcript level for R1/DTX,
but decreased in R1/MX (Fig. 4-4). The role of this protein may be explored further,
especially in the context of these chemoresistant lines, although analyses may be
difficult due to its high homology to OCT4A.

The location of POU5F1B on
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chromosome 8q24, which has been shown to be amplified in PCa, suggests it may be

Relative expression levels (mRNA)

an interesting candidate protein for study.
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Figure 4-4. POU5F1B expression in drug resistant cell lines. Total RNA was
collected from R1, R1/DTX, and R1/MX and used for real time RT-PCR using primers
specific for POU5F1 and POU5F1B. Data is shown relative to R1 parental cells
whose value was set as 1. P≤0.05 as indicated.

Summary & Significance
The progression of PCa to an advanced castration resistant stage results in a
significant increase in mortality rates. Because the changes underlying this process
are unclear, treatment options are limited and efficacy is relatively low. Therefore, a
better understanding of mechanisms of PCa progression is needed to improve therapy
efficacy and increase survival rates. This can be achieved by delineating signaling
pathways that affect AR function and activity, given its central role in PCa. The
overall goal of this project was to study how Pim-1 kinases promote PCa therapeutic
resistance. To this end, we have identified two separate pathways by which this may
be achieved. The fact that Pim-1 kinases are capable of bypassing current PCa
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therapeutic approaches in multiple manners underscores the need for more effective
treatments.
In summary, Pim-1 kinases may prove to be an attractive target in PCa
because they promote therapy failure. Recently developed Pim-1 small molecule
inhibitor SGI-1776 was capable of inducing apoptosis in chronic lymphocytic
leukemia cells in vitro (283). In addition, Pim-1 inhibition with this agent was able to
resensitize taxane resistant prostate cancer cells to therapeutic agents (284).
Inhibition of Pim-1 using a specific monoclonal antibody was also sufficient to
induce apoptosis and inhibit prostate cancer xenograft growth (285). Together these
studies have shown the potential for Pim-1 inhibition as a treatment option for
cancers which overexpress these proteins. Unfortunately human in vivo data is still
limited, as clinical trials with SGI-1776 in 2009 and 2010 ended abruptly due to doselimiting cardiac toxicity. This is particularly intriguing given that toxicity would be
expected to be relatively low due to the mild phenotypes exhibited by Pim-1
knockout mice (60). Furthermore, Pim-1 kinases contain a unique hinge region in the
kinase domain (77-79) which suggests that inhibitors like SGI-1776 which target at
this region should have enhanced specificity. Nonetheless, new Pim family inhibitors
are currently being developed (286, 287) and hold promise for effective targeting
these important kinases in patients.
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